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I. SUMMARY \'

The Bureau of Ships o he Unite States Navy contracted witp the Girdler
Corporation to prepare a design/for the manufacture of hyd4dge for fuel
cell application aboardcsubmarines using methanol as the raw material.
Girdler's experience in the development, design, and manufacture all
scale processing plants for portable and submarine use as -as experi-
mental know-how in the synthesis gas generation urfication field
was used as the basis for the initial studies. As an aid in studying and
evaluating the process problems a number of general thermodynamic calcu-
lations were made and charts constructed. These should prove useful in
future phases of the methanol program.

Au-part z± t',az &z±ina number of routes wer~jinvestigated. Con-
sidering the state-of-the-art and the particular requirements of the sub-
marine application the evaluation led to the proposed processing sequence,
The process consists essentially of the following steps:

1. Pumping and vaporizing liquid methanol, condensate, and
oxygen.

2. Catalytic refor ming of steam and methanol with provision
for direct oxygen injection into the reaction zone.

3. Directly feeding the crude hydrogen to a palladium dif-
fusion unit for purification.

4-. Passing through a methanator to guard against possible
carbon monoxide leakage.

5. Cooling and saturating the product hydrogen.

6. Burning the purge gas with oxygen in the feed preheater
under pressure and disposing of the flue gas directly to the
sea after condensing out the water.

Some of the specific advantages of the present design are as follows:

1. Minimum maintenance is required making 10 days of con-
tinuous operation easily attainable.

2. Compact design is readily adaptable to the 580 hull. de-
sign.

3. Major pieces of equipment either fit through a 25" diam-
eter hatch or can be constructed on board.

4. Heat loss is minimized by enclosing the high temperature
reactors and the palladium diffusers in a common insulated
box.

I-i



I. SUMMARY - contd.

5. Sound generation is minimized by reducing requirements
for moving equipment.

6. Response time for startup, shutdown, and change of rate
is very rapid.

7. Oxygen injection in the reaction zone gives an assist in
the acceleration characteristics of the unit.

8. The proposed design lends itself to scale up to large
capacities without penalty.

9. Hydrogen inventory is kept within tolerable limits.

10. There is the alternative of condensing and storing the

C02 in the flue gas.

11. Requires no solutions or storage of other chemicals
for operation of the unit.

12. The unit does not generate extraneous material which
would contaminate the submarine atmosphere or result in
a disposal problem.

13. The design can be fully automated and lends itself to
anticipatory computer control for advantageous response
characteristics.

14. The unit can be operated on air with little loss in
efficiency with addition of air compression.

15. Methanol requirements can be reduced by substitution
of diesel oil or other fuels for part of the firing duty.

Yethanol as a raw material for generating hydrogen on board submarines
has very many advantages over other materials such as diesel oil, jet
fuel, or ammonia. Methanol is a relatively pure chemical, widely avail-

able and easily stored and handled. The process problems are relatively
well known with reasonably satisfactory solutions. Methanol does not
give rise to undesirable by-products which would result in difficult dis-
posal problem on the submarine. There is reason to believe that ethanol
could be easily substituted for methanol.

In preparing the present design a number of uncertainties were encountered
which require experimental verification. Some of these involve process
problems which can best be studied in a bench scale or nma-l pilot plan-

I-2



I. SUNMARY contd.

set-up. Others involve equipment and control problems which can best
be studied in a prototype unit.

Two approaches are proposed for the second phase of the program.

1. Carry out bench scale program before going to proto-
type unit.

2. Carry out bench scale and prototype programs simul-
taneously.

The first approach is recommended as the most rational and to be pre-
ferred unless time schedules are overriding in which case the second
route should be considered.
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II. INTRODUCTION:

During the past few years increased interest has been shown in the use
of fuel cells as a means of converting fuel to energy. As yet the fuel
cell technology has not developed to the point of using directly a raw
fuel such as gasoline or fuel oil. These fuels are used only as a raw
material source of a highly purified converted fuel, usually hydrogen.

The conversion of these fuels into hydrogen and its purification involve
complex chemical reactions and processes. The design and operation of
the equip-jnt for this fuel conversion is further complicated by the need
of variable rate production or the inclusion of an extensive hydrogen
storage facility. Efficient design of the hydrogen production facilities
is of the highest importance as the overall attractiveness of fuel cells
is dependent upon an efficient source of fuel.

The sources of hydrogen are many and varied. Much commercial experience
has been gained over the years in converting these sources to hydrogen
for other uses. However, the same experience can be called on in manu-
facturing hydrogen for fuel cell use. Some of the more commonly used
sources are natural gas and petroleum oils, while during World War II
methanol was used to some extent.

In looking for new sources of power for submarines the Bureau of Ships,
United States Navy, quite naturally became interested in the fuel cell.
Besides the high efficiencies attributed to fuel cells other advantages
become quite apparent. A fuel cell has quick response together with a
relatively high turndown ratio. If hydrogen is the fuel the by-product
is water, a material very easily disposed of should the quantity be-
come excessive. The operation of a fuel cell is quiet and the power is
produced in a readily usable form.

Because of these advantages the Navy started a search for a source of
fuel for the cells. The high inflammability and supply problems made
storage and use of pure hydrogen as the primary fuel unattractive.
Another factor ruling against pure hydrogen is that considerably more
energy is available in the hydrocarbon fuels than in pure hydrogen when
based on volume, With hydrogen eliminated as the fuel to be carried
on board the submarines some means of hydrogen production had to be
developed. Various readily available fuels were chosen as possible
fuels and several means of producing hydrogen from each of these fuels
were deemed feasible.

The Bureau of Ships of the United States Navy, contracted with the Girdler
Corporation (Nobs 86743) (Project Serial No. SFO13-06-04, Task 4377) to
study the various means of producing hydrogen from methanol suitable for
use in a fuel cell. Because of the many ways that hydrogen could be pro-
duced from methanol it was necessary to define the limitations that would

1I-i



Ii !NTRODUCTION - contd.

be imposed upon the process. The plant was to be designed with a maximum
capacity of 70 lbs/hr. of hydrogen of sufficient purity for use in fuel
cells. The minimum capacity was to be 4 lbs/hr. and the normal operating
rate was to be 20 lbs/hro The plant was to have minimum response time
to changes in demand. It was to operate without down time for 10 days
and at the maximum rate for 10 hours in 2 hour periods. Cooling water
(salt free) at 950F. and cryogenic oxygen cooling from the amount of oxygen
needed to generate the hydrogen and consume it in the fuel cell was to be
available. The system optimization was to be based on minimum weight and
volume, high overall efficiency, minimum noise, high reliability, minimum
hazard, minimum maintenance and cost, minimum oxygen consumption, and mini-
mum gas leakage or purging to atmosphere. The study was to include an
enumeration of engineering and chemical assumptions which require verifi-
cation by laboratory or engineering tests and on evaluation of the times
needed for start-up, shutdown, and minimum to maximum operation. Also,
to be included were heat and material balances, size and arrangement of
equipment, power consumption, fuel storage, and piping and instrumentation.
The raw materials to be used were liquid methanol at pressures equivalent
to the submergence depth, liquid oxygen with 0.5% Argon, and condensate

from a sump at atmospheric pressure. The product hydrogen was to be de-
livered at essentially atmospheric pressure, 140Fo, and saturated with
water. The amount of impurity is not critical since some purging from
the fuel cell can be tolerated but CO and H2 S are known to be poisons
for certain fuel cell catalysts. C02 tends to neutralize an alkaline
fuel cell medium although some can be tolerated in a fuel cell using an

acid medium, It should be emphasized that the three most important
design considerations were compactness, rapid response to changes in out-
put demand and safety. In connection with safety, a hydrogen inventory

of less than 900 SCF was considered desirable so as to limit the danger
of explosive mixtures in the submarine in case of severe equipment failure.

With the above specifications as a guide the Girdler Corporation first
studied the equilibrium and thermodynamic considerations governing various
methods of producing hydrogen from methanol. From these results several
schemes for the generation and purification cycles were evaluated. The
evaluation was made keeping in mind the above factors and the overall
efficiency of the scheme. A final scheme was selected and preliminary
designs of equipment and auxiliaries were prepared. Complete energy
and material balances were calculated and the equipnent volumes and weights
and the operating requirements were determined.

in the examination of this report it must be kept in mind that the design
contained herein is not completely engineered, Laboratory and pilot plant
work needed to complete the engineering design was beyond the scope of
the contract and was not considered a part of this study. Factors that
require further testing or design refinement are discussed in Section VII.

11-2



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM NETHFANOL:

A. General Discussion

1. Generation

The use of methanol for the production of hydrogen can
be accomplished by several means. Of all these methods
reforming, adiabatic reaction, and thermal or catalytic
cracking are of major concern and are discussed below.

a. Reforming

By reforming is meant a series of reactions in
which the methanol in the presence of steam is
catalytically converted to hydrogen, water, car-
bon monoxide and carbon dioxide. This conversion
is usually accomplished at temperatures in excess
of 5000 F. The reaction is usually carried out in
catalyst filled reformer tubes located in a com-
bustion chamber. The heat for the reaction is
supplied by the combustion of fuel and is trans-
ferred through the tube wall. The composition
of the products formed is dependent upon the steam
to methanol ratio in the reactants, temperature,
pressure, type of catal3yst employed, and the length
of time the reactants are at temperature and over
the catalyst. The overall stoichiometry of the
reaction may be represented by the following two
equations:

CH30H = CO + 2 H2  Reaction (1)

CO + H2 0 = C02 + H2  Reaction (2)

Because the net reaction is endothermic large
quantities of heat must be supplied. Undesirable
side reactions include the formation of methane
and carbon. These reactions can be minimized by
choice of catalyst and operating conditions.

b. Adiabatic Reaction

Adiabatic reaction refers to the rlataction taking
place over a catalyst without heat being added
directly to the reactants. The energy needed for
the reactions, which are governed by the same
equations as given under reforming above, is sup-
plied by either sufficient sensible heat in the
reactants or by the addition of oxygen to the

I!I-1



IIIo CENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

reactants upcn entering the reactor. In the
latter case, the quantity of oxygen is not suf-
ficient for the complete combustion of the methanol
present. The heat generated by the partial oxida-
tion of methanol heats the reactants to a point that
upon cooling the reactants give up the heat neces-
sary for the endothermic reactions. The proportions
of the products produced are controlled by the ratio
of oxygen to methanol, the ratio of steam to methanol,
and the degree of feed preheat. The heat generated
in this system goes directly to the reactants, re-
quiring no transfer across tubes and resulting theo-
rectically in more efficient use of fuel. One major
drawback to this system is the fact that the com-
bustion products, carbon dioxide and water, remain
in the product gas and increase the purification
duty. Another is the problem of setting up a
suitable set of catalyst beds to promote the oxi-
dation reaction as well as the reforming routine.
From a theoretical standpoint the oxidation reaction
can be carried out externally and the hot flue gases
added to the rest of the reactants and poured over
the catalyst but the equipnent becomes more complex.

c, Therma-l and Catalytic Cracking

Strictly thermal cracking is subject to extensive
carbon deposition. Carbon removal would cause
much down time with a subsequent low efficiency.
Catalytic decomposition of methanol to carbon monoxide
and hydrogen can be carried out successfully. How-
ever, it is expedient to obtain additional hydrogen
by conversion of the carbon monoxide with steam as
in the reforming reaction. Neither of these methods
are deemed feasible for this present application.

2. Purification

Three compounds constitute the bulk of the impurities formed
with the hydrogen produced by either the reforming or partial
oxidation processes. They are carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
and water. The bulk of the carbon monoxide is removed by the
water gas shift reaction shown in Reaction (2). However, for
fuel cell applications hydrogen of approximately 99+% purity
is desired. For further purification additional steps are
required. The mebhods described below are but a few of the
possible systems that can be employed.

7I-2



111 GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

a. Carbon Dioxide Removal

Experience has shown that many systems are practi-
cable for the removal of carbon dioxide. Aqueous
solutions of the ethanolamines have proven to be
effective for carbon dioxide removal down to very
small quantities. Higher energy requirements for
regeneration of the solutions are a detriment.
Potassium carbonate solutions, particularly with
organic or inorganic additives, are very efficient
for bulk carbon dioxide removal. Excellent puri-
fication can be obtained by this system but at
considerable increase in cost. Low temperature
systems with methanol scrubbing or in conjunction
with molecular sieves (solid adsorbent and chemi-
cal conversion systems (methanation) are other
means,

b. Carbon Monoxide Removal

Because of the need for compactness of equipment,
carbon monoxide removal by several of the more con-
ventional means (multiple stage carbon monoxide
conversion, Cu-liquor solution absorption, etc.)
is not applicable. Methanation is an effective
means of removing small quantities of carbon monoxide
but it adds methane to the product and reduces the
yield of hydrogen. However, if the efficiency of the
catalyst used for producing the hydrogen is great,
the amount of carbon monoxide in the product will be
small enough for methanation to be practicable,

The most efficient means for the separation of hy-
drogen from the impurities listed is diffusion
through palladium, This system has rapid response
to changes of rate, has a high turndown ratio, and
is relatively compact. It does require that the
impure hydrogen be at high pressure (200 psi or
greater) and that certain palladium poisons be ab-
sent.

Various purification schemes were studied keeping
in mind the conditions for use as described above.
The advantages and disadvantages of each were con-
sidered, The results are contained and discussed
in Section IV.

II1>3



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

B. Review of Catalyst information

Many catalysts for the production of hydrogen by reforming
hydrocarbons have been developed over the years. Because
of the ample supplies and relative low cost of petroleum
products most of the reforming catalysts have been for these
materials. Little interest ha, been shown in the use of
methanol as a source of hydrogen. One exception to this was
during World War II when the U.S. Army showed interest in
using methanol as a fuel for small portable hydrogen plants.
The Girdler Corporation did some laboratory work at that
time in search of an efficient catalyst for this reaction.
Many types of catalyst formulations were tried, some showing
considerable promise. The summary below contains results on
some of the catalyst formulations tested. Much of this
earlier work is tabulated in Table III-l1

1. A catalyst consisting of 50% Cu-50% Mn was prepared
from the sulfates of the metals. It gave a high yield
at temperatures as low as 480'F. and produced only small
concentrations of impurities. It could be compressed into
hard pellets with ease with only a slight loss in activity.
This catalyst had a strong dehydrogenating activity on
pure methanol, decomposing it almost completely according
to the reaction:

CH3 OH = CO + 2 H2

2. Catalyst of varying amounts of copper and iron were
tested experimentally at temperatures of 660*F. Compo-
sitions from 25 Cu-75 Fe to 75 Cu-25 Fe were reported
to give extremely low impurities.

3. Catalysts containing iron, nickel and either copper
or chromium were found to promote the reaction CH3OH =

2 H2 + CO. The nickel containing catalysts of this
series tended to yield more unsaturated hydrocarbons
then some others.

4-. Methanol was successfully reformed using a combin-
ation of Girdler catalysts in a single reaction. The
steam ratio was varied from 1.25 to 2.97 giving yields
of 98.5% to 99%.

The catalyst used in the production of 27 mobile hydro-
gen plants built by Girdler Corporation for the U.S.
Army was the E.Io DuPont catalyst GCN. Inquiries have

111-4



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contdo

revealed that this catalyst is not now in production.
A survey of catalyst manufacturers indicate that there

are a number of catalyst formulations that may be sat-
isfactory. Experimental work in Girdler laboratories
on a number of presently available catalysts indicates
this to be the case.

It is interestin2 to note that at the time of develop-

ment of the process for the portable Army units the
purity of the methanol ranged from 90 to 100%. Evidence
was gathered indicating the performance of the catalyst
to be dependent ukn the purity of the methanol used.
The purity of methanol commercially available now is
99.85%. Some of the more common physical properties
of this methanol are summarized in Section III-D.

C. Equilibrium Study and Thermodynamic Considerations

1. Product Composition

Before a design for the production and purification of
hydrogen could be made it was necessary to study the
equilibrium of the two reactions:

CH3 OH = CO + 2 H2  (Reaction 1)

CO + H2 0 = C02 + H2  (Reaction 2)

and the thermodynamic characteristics of the various
proposed schemes. It was decided that the most
practical way for the hydrogen generation was by re-
forming, adiabatic reaction or some combination of the
two. Several factors affecting the product composition
were studied and all of these factors could be varied
by changing the operating conditions. The three im-
portant variables were steam to methanol ratio, pre-
heat temperature, and reaction temperature.

a. Adiabatic Reaction

For the adiabatic reaction study it was neces-

sary to add oxygen to the steam-methanol feed
mixture in quantities to supply sufficient
heat by combustion to balance the heat require-
ments, The heat load depended upon the preheat
and reaction temperatures. The system was in

III-5



III. GENERAL REV]Wd OF 1HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

effect a partial oxidation reaction with various
quantities of steaia added to effect a miscel-
laneous shift of CO to the H2 and C02 in a cata-
lytic reactor. In order to determine the amounts
of products to be expected, the thermodynamic
characteristics of the reaction were reviewed. From
a study of the literature it was seen that the re-
action temperature would most likely be between 400hF.
and 8Cu'F. Calculations were then based on reaction
temperatures of 400Fo, 600'F., and 800*F. with feed
gas temperatures from 100*F., to 600*F. The molal
steam to methanol ratio, was varied from 0 to 8.

To determine the equilibrium compositions at the
various conditions it was first necessary to assume

an amount of oxygen in the feed, the steam to meth-
anol ratio and reaction temperature. The thermody-
namic equilibrium and rate of Reaction (1) were
assumed sufficient to carry it to completion. The
overall equilibrium, therefore, was determined by a
material balance and the equilibrium of Reaction (2).
The equilibrium constant equation,

K =C02 x H

CO x H2 0

(K being for a specific reaction temperature) was
solved to determine the final product composition.
Assuming an adiabatic reaction a heat balance cal-
culation gave the feed temperature. If the feed
temperature was not within the range desired, a
new oxygen value was assumed and the calculations
were repeated.

The results were plotted as mols of oxygen per mol
of methanol vs. the feed preheat temperature. A
separate plot for each of the reaction temperatures
was made. Straight line parameters for the steam
ratio were used (See figures I1-1, 3, 5). From
these graphs cross plots were made. The oxygen in
the feed was plotted against the steam ratio with
parameters of feed preheat temperature. Again a
separate plot was made for each of the reaction
temperatures. (See Figures 111-2, 4,6).

The calculated equilibrium quantities of the products
are summarized in grapilical form. The quantities are

111-6



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

expressed as mols of product per mol of methanol
reacted. The results are grouped according to
the three reaction temperatures, 400"F., 6000F.,
and 800°Fo The data are presented in two ways:
Product vs feed preheat temperature with para-
meters of steam ratio and product vs. steam ratio
with parameters of feed preheat temperature. It
is to be noted that the quantities of the products
vary greatly with the steam ratio. Therefore, care
must be exercised in the use of the graphs as the
scale calibration may not be continuous. (See
Figures III-C-7 thru III-C-30)o

It is noted that the amount of oxygen required is
independent of the steam ratio (above 1.0) and
the reaction temperature as long as the feed pre-
heat temperature is equal to the reaction temper-
ature. This is explained by the fact that the only
heat needed is that for the endothermic reaction.
The product curves indicate that from the equili-
brium point of view the minimum desirable steam
ratio is between 1.0 and 2.0,

Figures III-C-31 shows the variation in the hydrogen
production with reaction temperature for a given
preheat temperature. It demonstrates graphically
that as the reaction temperature increases, the
fraction of the methanol used as fuel increases.
However, the lower the reaction temperature the
lower would be the expected catalyst activity and
the lower the methanol conversion.

b. Reforming

The same equations and equilibrium constants, govern
the mechanisms whether the reaction takes place in

an adiabatic reactor or in a reformer. There would
be no oxygen addition to the feed for an ordinary
reformer. Therefore, there would be a shift in the
ratios of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and hy-
drogen to water in the product. However, this dif-
ference is small, and for evaluation purposes the
same curves used in the adiabatic partial oxidation
studies can be applied, The actual composition
of the product is dependent upon the catalyst em-
ployed and the approach to equilibrium attained,

In all cases the compositions were based on a 100%
approach to equilibrium.

IiI-7



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

2. Enthalpic Considerations

ao Reactor Inlet Temperature

In an adiabatic reactor where the reaction is
endothermic it is necessary that the reactants
enter the reactor at some elevated temperature
and that the heat is supplied from the sensible
heat in the reactants. The reaction will proceed
and the equilibrium will be established at some
temperature lower than the inlet. A number of
calculations were made to determine inlet temper-
atures that would supply the heat needed for the
reaction to proceed at the three temperature
levels; 400*Fo, 600'F. and 800*Fo The basis for
the calculations was the heat of the reaction as
given below:

CH3 0H (g) + H2 0 (g) = C02 (g) + 3 H2 (g)

AH = 21,300 BTU/Mol

The reactor inlet temperature was taken as the
temperature at which the enthalpy of the react-
ants was equal to the sum of 21,300 Btu and the
enthalpy of the products at the appropriate
reactor temperature. The results are summarized
in a useful form in FigureIII-C-32. In these
calculations no allowance was made for heat loss
from the reactor.

b. Heat Input Requirements

In the case of endothermic reactions it is obvious
that a source of heat energy is needed. The
source of this energy can be the combustion of a
fuel, electric power, or high level waste heat

from some other process. In the application being
considered no waste heat is available. Likewise,
since the ultimate use of the hydrogen is the pro-
duction of electrical power in the fuel cell the
source of heat, should be other than electricity.

The comb',stion of methanol with oxygen was there-
fore selected as the source of high temperature
heat. The amount of heat required is dependent
upon the steam ratio and the reactor exit temper-
ature. The total heat load can be broken into two

111-8



III. CNERAL PEVIDW OF Y"TDROGM FRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - cuntd.

parts, preheat requirements and reaction heat
requirements. rhe liquid feed (CH30H and water
assumed at 60*F.) must be heated to the boiling
point, vaporized, and then superheated to the
reactor inlet temperature.

In Figure III-C-33 are summarized the preheat re-
quiremerits in thousands of BTU/Mol of methanol
needed to convert the liquid methanol and water
at 60'Fo to superheated vapor at the various pre-
heat temperatures. As would be expected the pre-
heat requirement is a direct proportion to the
steam ratio. Figures III-C-34, 35, and 36 con-
tain the reaction heat requirements of converting
the CH 3 OH-H 2 0 mixtures at different preheat temp-
eratures to product at the reactor exit tempera-
ture. The total heat requirement for the various
steam ratios is contained in Figure III-C-37.

c. Flame Temperature

In the use of a direct fired reactor or heater care
must be taken to keep the flame temperature within
the design limits. If the flame temperature becomes
excessive there is danger of exceeding the limitation
of materials and damaging equipment. In the case of
using pure oxygen rather than air as the oxidant,
the flame temperature becomes much higher because
there is no nitrogen present to act as a diluent.
In the present design water is added to the com-
bustion mixture to act as a substitute for nitrogen.
In the combustion process the water is vaporized and
superheated and therefore absorbs both latent heat
and sensible heat. Figure III-C-38 presents data
on the flame temperature with various steam ratios

and preheat temperatures. It should be noted that
no correction was used for the disassociation of C02
and H20 at temperatures above 3000*F. In general
the disassociation would have some temperature lowering
effect. This effect is not deemed sufficient for con-
sideration in this study.

D. Physical and Thermodynamic Properties

In Table III-2 are summarized the physical properties of methanol.
It was obtained from the brochures of methanol manufacturers and

11J-9



III. GENERAL REVIEW OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FROM METHANOL - contd.

is descriptive of the methanol presently available in large
quantities.

The vapor pressure of methanol, water, and a 2.0:1 steam to
methanol mixture is presented in Figure III-D-1. The 2.0:1
steam ratio was treated as an ideal solutio-i. This curve
may be in some error because of the non-ideal nature of
methanol-water solutions but the error is believed to be
small.

Tables 111-3 through 111-9 contain the absolute enthalpies
above the elements, heat capacities, and logarithms of the
equilibrium constants of formation of the major constituents
involved in the production of hydrogen from methanol. Table
III-10 contains the equilibrium constants and heats of re-
actions for the water gas shift: CO + H2 0 = C02 + H2 ,

These data are presented in this report in order to make
available in a convenient form the data which are the basis
of process calculations developed in the present study
(Contract Nobs 86743). The major part of the information
is taken from publications by the National Bureau of Standards.
Suitable interpolations were made so that the Fahrenheit tem-
perature scale could be used. The data have been critically
evaluated and are believed to be the most accurate data avail-
able pertaining to the respective chemical species and re-
actions described. The data were extracted from a larger
compilation made in 1954 by the Gas Fruuesses Division of The
Girdler Company, an antecedent of the Girdler Corporation.

III-10
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TABIE 111-2-1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIET OF METHANMM

Boiling Point at 760 mm Hg 1480 F.

Critical Pressure 78.59 Atm.

Critical Temperature 4646F.

Density of Liquid at 59*F. 0.79609 g/ml.
680F. 0.79140
770F. 0.78674

Explosive Limits, in Air 6.0 to 36.5% by Vol.

Flash Point, Tag Open Cup 60 0 F.
Tag Closed Cup 540F.

Freezing Point -1440F.

Heat Capacity, Cp Liquid, 32*F. 0.566 Btu/Lb.QF.
770F. 0.600 Btu/Lb.GF.

Heat of Combustion (liq) C02 (g) & H20 (g) -274,700 Btu/Lb.Mol

Heat of Formation (liq) -102,665 Btu/Lb.Mol

Molecular Weight 32.042

Refractive Index at 1.33118
770F. 1.32663

Viscosity at 321F. 0.82 Cp
680F. 0.597 Cp
866F. 0.510 Cp



TABLE 111-2-2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR METHANOL

Purity, Minimum 99.85% w

Specific Gravity, Maximum, at 200/200C 0.79268
25*/25CC 0.7889

Acidity as Acetic Acid, Maximum 0.003%

Acetone, Maximum 0.003%

Alkalinity as Ammonia, Maximum 0.0003%

Distillation Range, Maximum 1.0l C including 64.5"C.

Non-volatile Matter, Maximum 0.0010 g/lO0 ml

Water, Maximum 0.1%

Color, Maximum 5 APHA

Permanganate Time, Minimum 50 Minutes at 15'C.

Carbonizable Substances,* Maximum 50 APHA

Chloride Free of Turbidity in
Standard Chloride Test

Sulfur Free of Discoloration in
Standard Sulfur Test

Appearance Clear and Free from
Suspended Matter

Odor Characteristic, Free
from Foreign Odor, Non-
residual

Water Solubility No Turbidity After One
Hour at 25*C. when One
Volume of Methanol is
Diluted with Three Volumes
of Distilled Water

*Sulfuric Acid Wash Test



TABLE 111-3

ENTHALPY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN (Gas) 02

Mol. vt = 32.000 d(l) - 71.2 lb/cu ft
bp---297.4 0 F at -297.4 0F
mpu-I-361.80F* Tc = -181.8 0F

Pc = 730.4 psia

H* -H 0  0 , Btu/lb
Btu/lb mole rmole OF

Temp.,
OF

32 3,410 6.989
60 3,607 7.oo4
77 3,726 7.017

100 3,887 7.035
200 4,591 7.129

300 5,313 7.246
400 6,045 7.376
500 6,790 7.512
600 7,547 7.644
700 8,318 7.771

800 9,101 7.885
900 9,894 7.988

1000 10,697 6.081
1100 11,511 8.166
1200 12,332 8.241

1300 13,159 8.309
1400 13,993 8.372
1500 14,832 8.429
1600 15,677 8.482
1700 16,528 6.530

1800 17,384 8.574
1900 18,243 8.616
2000 19,107 8.653
2100 19,974 8.690
2200 20,845 8.725

*Triple Point



TABLE 111-4

ENTHALPY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN (Gas) H2

Mol. wt = 2.O160 d(l) - 4.42 lb/cu ft
bp = -423 0F at -423°F
mp - -434.6°F* Te = -400*F

PC = 188 psia

Ho -H&o p0o, Btu/lb
Btu/ib mole moleoF

Temp., *F

32 3,334 6.834
60 3,526 6.871
77 3,643 6.887

100 3,802 6.905
200 4,496 6.953

300 5,193 6.977
400 5,891 6.987
500 6,590 6.993
600 7,289 7.002
700 7,991 7.014

800 8,694 7.030
900 9,4OO 7.052

1000 10,107 7.080
1100 10,817 7.112
1200 10,530 7.151

1300 12,248 7.193
1400 12,970 7.241
1500 13,697 7.292
1600 1)4,429 7.344
1700 15,167 7.399

1800 15,911 7.455
1900 16,660 7.512
2000 17,414 7.570
2100 18,174 7.629
2200 18,939 7.685

*Tripl:e Point
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9oo -91,526 3.0•-3 9.426

900 -90,612 12.0520 9.627
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1 10 0 _8 B,7 1 4 9 .8 0 0

1200 10 .354h 9.971

-81,7h1 9 .6h53 10.139

1300 -86,753 9.0050 -0 ' 305

1400 -B5,750 8.2 61 .0d.J67

1500 -84,7 2 7  7.9003

1600 -83,687 10.626

1700 7.4197 10.779

-82,631 6.9800 10.928

1.800 81,562 6.5758 11.011

1900 .0,1-,77 6.2 028 11.210
2000 -79,378 B574

2100 -78,264
2200



TABLE 111-6

ENTHALPY ANfD PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON MONOXIDE (Gas) CO

Mol. wt = 28.010 d(l) - 50.8 lb/cu ft
bp - -312.7*F at -319*F
mp -337.1*F* To 0 -218.2*F

Pc - 514 psia

H* -H 0o +AHf9 0  Cpo, Btu/lb
Temp., *F Btu/lb mole Loglo cf mole 'F

32 -45,546 25.8214 6.959
60 -45,351 24.6811 6.962
77 -45,233 24.o479 6.965

100 -45,073 23.2517 6.968
200 -44,375 20.4419 6.990

300 -43,674 18.3757 7.032
400 -42,968 16.7917 7.091
500 -42,255 15.5379 7.167
600 -41,534 14.5200 7.256
700 -40,804 13.6770 7.352

800 -40,063 12.9668 7.450
900 -39,313 12.3590 7.548

1000 -38,554 11.83hi 7.643
1100 -37, 784 11.3750 7.733
1200 -37,007 10.9707 7.820

1300 -36,221 10.6113 7.901
1400 -35,427 10.2895 7.977
1500 -34,626 9.9997 8.044
1600 -33,818 9.7373 8.109
1700 -33,004 9.4990 8.167

1800 -32,184 9.2800 8.223
1900 -31,359 9.0793 8.274
2000 -30,529 8.8944 8.322
2100 -29,694 8.7236 8.366
2200 -28,856 8.5651 8.406

*Triple Point



TABLE 111-7

ETHALPY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON DIOXIDE (Gas) CO2

mo1. wt = 44.010 d(l) = 68.7 lb/cu ft
bp -109.3'F (sublimes) at -34.6 0 F
mp : -69.2 0 F (5.2 atm) Tc - 88*F

Pc - 1073 psia

Temp., *F Ho -H0  *,AHf 0o LoglOKf CV0, Btu/Lb
Btu/lb mole mole *F

32 -165q509 75.4005 8.596
66 -165,265 71.3461 8.768
77 -165,115 69.0915 8.870

100 -164,909 66.2567 9.010
200 -163,979 56.2342 9.565

300 -162,997 48.8521 10.058
400 -161,969 43.1866 10.499
500 -160,899 38.6999 10.891
600 -159,,792 35.0585 11.243
700 -158,652 32.0451 11.560

800 -157,481 29.5103 11.846
900 -156,283 27.3460 12.111

1000 -155,060 25.4793 12.344
1100 -153,814 23.8507 12.560
1200 -152,550 22.4188 12.754

1300 -151,266 21.1483 12.930
1400 -149,964 20.0147 13.088
1500 -148,648 18.9965 13.234
1600 -147,318 18.0768 13.366
1700 -145,975 17.2425 13.489

1800 -144,618 16.4805 13.599
1900 -143,253 15.7840 13.701
2000 -141,879 15.1434 13.797
2100 -140,092 14.5530 15.885
2200 -139,100 14.0072 13.960



TABLE 111-8

ENTHALPY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METHANE (Gas) CH4

Mol. wt - 16.042 d(l) - 25.9 lb/cu ft
bp = -258.70F at -263.2 0 F
mp = -296.5°F* Tc .16.5 0F

Pc - 637 psia

Temp., OF HO -H0 o +,5Hf 0o LOglOKf Cp°, Btu/lb
Btu/lb mole mole OF

32 -24,834 10.0893 8.296
An -24,,605 9.3263 8.440
77 -24,462 8.8985 8.537100 -24.264 8.3547 8.665

200 -23,370 6.4122 9.306

300 -22,402 4.9584 10.033
400 -21,362 3.8206 10.811
500 -20,241 2.9006 11.604
600 -19,041 2.1393 12.389
700 -17,764 1.4996 13.149

800 -16,1413 0.9543 13.877
900 -14,991 0.4837 14.569

1000 -13,501 0.0726 15.227
1100 -11,947 -0.2896 15-850
1200 -10,331 -0.6117 16.438

1300 -8,658 -0.9002 17.000
1400 -6,929 -1.1581 17.513
1500 -5,163 -1.3901 17.995
1600 -3,349 -1.6008 18.444
1700 -1,471 -1.7930 18.878

1800 439 -1.9693 19.279
1900 2,397 -2.1313 19.648
2000 4,372 -2.2799 19.9852100 6,394 -2.14i.69 20.3062200 8,434 -2.5438 20°595

*Triple Point



TABLE 111-9

ENTHALPY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METHANOL (Gas) CH3OH

Mol. wt = 32.042
bp - 148.5°F
mp = -144..20 F

d(l) -49.4 lb/cu ft at 68"F
T& -464° 0F
Pc = 1157 psia

H0 -HO +bHf* CPO Btu/1b

Temp., OF Btu/ib moleo LogloKf mole • F

32 -77,1416 31.579 10.27
60 -77,124 29.513 10.58
77 -76,943 28.362 10.76

100 -76,693 26.912 11.01
200 -75,9541 21.7514 12.07

300 -74,286 17.921 13.11
400 -72,919 14.952 14.12
500 -71,463 12.585 15.10
600 -69,907 10.651 16.04
700 -68,258 9.040 16.94

800 -66,526 7.676 17.79
900 - 64,716 6.507 18.58

1000 -62,826 5.494 19.33
1100 -60,866 4.607 20.03
1200 -58,826 3.824 20.70

1300 -56,726 3.128 21.32



TABLE TIl-10

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS AND HEATS OF REACTION

FOR THE WATER GAS SHIFT REACTION

CO + H2 0 = C0 2 + H2

Temp., OF Btu/Ib mole Kp

200 -17,570 4523
300 -17,410 783.6
400 -17,220 206.8
500 -17,006 72.75
600 -16,777 31.44

700 -16,538 15.89
800 -16,293 9.030
900 -16,o44 5.610

1000 -15,787 3.749
1100 -15,544 2.653

1200 -15,299 1.966
1300 -15,056 1.512
""4 -lh,1,14 1.2021500 -14,575 0.9813
1600 -14,344 0.8192

1700 -14,117 0.6970
1800 -13,892 0.6037
1900 -13,o72 0.5305
2000 -13s459 0.4712
2100 -139246 0.4233

2200 -13,o41 0.3843
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMARY PROCESS STUDIES

A. Adiabatic Reactor

1. Steam Ratio of 2.0:1

An adiabatic reaction is a reaction taking place in such
a manner that no heat is gained or lost by the system.
From a practical point of view a continuous reaction at
an elevated temperature can not avoid some heat loss
although this may be held to a miiimum.

The reaction for the decomposition of methanol to CO and
H is endothermic and the reaction for the water gas shift,
;ierein CO and H20 are converted to CO and H2 is mildly
exothennic. For an adiabatic reaction of these materials
the inlet enthalpy of the reactants must be sufficient to
supply the heat required for the reaction, the heat lost to
the surroundings, and the heat contained in the products at
the reaction temperature. The required overall enthalpy
balance is obtained by adding oxygen which reacts exothermically
'with reducing constituent. This results in an efficient
means of heat injection since the heat is evolved in the gas
stream that is to be heated.

From a study of the product composition charts (See Section
III) it can be seen that the steam to methanol ratio should
be approximately 2.0. The greater the steam ratio the
greater would be the firing duty, cooling water load and
the size of the equipment and lines. For this first study
it was decided to use a steam ratio of 2.0 so that the
design would result in a minimum of equimpment size.

The flow diagram for hydrogen generation in an adiabatic
reactor is presented in Figure IV-A. Liquid methanol
and water at 606F. are fed to a direct fired heater where
the two liquids are vaporized and superheated at 450 psig.
The vapors are then fed to the inlet chamber of the reactor
where oxygen is added. The amount of oxygen is determined
by the steam ratio, preheat temperature and reactor outlet
temperature. The gas mixture then enters the catalyst bed
of the reactor where the hydrogen is produced. From the reactor
the gas stream goes to the purification section. The off-gas
is burned in the direct fired heater for fuel. Additional
heat is supplied by burning methanol with water added to keep
the flame temperature within bounds. The flue gas leaving
the direct fired heater consists of C02 and H0. The gas is
cooled for water recovery and the C02 under 350 psig pressure
may be ejected overboard. In an adiabatic reactor products
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY PROCESS STJDIES- contd.

of combustion of methanol and oxygen in the process
stream leave the reactor at the reaction temperature. It
is obvious that such a process has a higher thermal efficiency
than a reactor in which heat is supplied from an external
high temperature flue gas. The response time to rate changes
is faster since the heat does not pass through tube walls
which have to be heated. The reactor vessel is smaller than
a tubular reformer since space is not alloted to heat transfer
surface. Being under pressure the carbon dioxide is
exhausted directly to the sea withoat further compression.
Efficient use of the waste heat reduces the utility require-
ments. The system is basicly quiet because the only rotating
parts are the pumps for the fuel and raw materials.

Since some of the fuel is fired in the feed stream the
quantity of combustion products in the hydrogen stream
is greater. Therefore, the hydrogen purification system
must be larger.

2. Steam Ratio of 4.0:1

To determine the effect of higher steam ratios on the size
and number of equipment pieces a study of a 4.0 to 1 steam
ratio was made. Again an adiabatic reactor was used for
hydrogen generation. The fuel consumption was considerably
higher than for the lower steam ratio. The purification
system likewise was much larger with additional pieces of heat
exchange equipment needed to remove some of the water prior
to purification.

For purposes of this study it was not deemed feasible to
carry further studies at this steam ratio. In the future
as the design develops it may be necessary to go to higher
steam ratios for technical reasons in equipment limitations.

B. Reformer

The basic equations governing the adiabatic reaction of methanol
and water are also valid for reforming. In reforming the heat
needed for the reaction is supplied to the reactants from an
external source through the reformer tube walls. The flue gas
from the combustion of the fuel does not come into contact with
the reactants. Since the heat is being added as the reaction
progresses there is no need to preheat the reactants to as high
a temperature as in the case of adiabatic reactors. This may be
an advantage since lower reactor irlet temperatures would reluce
the chances of methanol cracking witb .subspqiTnt deApo•e÷ton of
carbon.

IV-2
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELMINARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

The general system for hydrogen generation by reforming of
methanol is shown in Figure !V-B. The feed of water and
methanol, in the molar ratio of 2.0:1, is heated and
vaporized under pressure in the feed preheater. The
vaporized feed then passes to the reformer furnace where the
reaction proceeds in the catalyst filled tubes. From the
reformer the effluent process gas goes to the purification
system. The off gas frow. the purification system is burned
for fuel in the reformer. Additional heating, as required,
is suppli.l by combusting methanol. Water is injected with
the methanol to maintain the flame temperature within tolerable
limits. Sufficient oxygen is supplied to convert all of the
carbon to carbon dioxide. The hot flue gas, under pressure,
passes to the feed preheater giving up much of its latent
heat to the incoming feed. From the preheater the carbon
dioxide is further cooled for water separation. The carbon dioxide
being under pressure may be discharged directly i-nto the sea.

The system consists of few pieces of major equipment. With
the exception of the reformer, the equipment is small. Efficient
use of waste heat results in low utility and fuel reqairements.
With none of the flue gas diluting the process feed the purifi-
cation system size can be relatively small. The flue gases being
under sufficient pressure are discharged directly overboard
without compression. For deeper submergence operation a standby
compressor can be installed. As with the adiabatic reactor the
reformer operation would be quiet.

The reformer design is baicly larger than that of the
adiabatic reactor. It may not respond to rate changes as

qckly.

C. Palladium Diffusion Purification

1. General

H34rogen porificatf.on by diffusion through palladium metal
is a relatively new process. The hydrogen produced is of
ultra-high purity, usually having impurities less than one
part per billion. The process is based on the property of
palladium and particularly a palladium silver alloy to
diffuse hydrogen under high pressure and temperature. According
to present day technology palladium in the form of small tubes
are operated at 600 to 8000 F1 , with pressure differentials through
the palladium tubes up to 400 psi. Pressures up to 1000 psig
are tolerable as long an the 400 psi pressure drop acros•i the
tubes is not exceeded. The palladium alloys used are
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

susceptible to poieoning by sulfur, carbon and unsaturated
hydrocarbons. The tolerable limits of these poisons are
very low. The celis can usually be reactivated by drawing
a vacuum on the tubes followed by air oxidation at 8000 F.
Nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water, ammonia, and
methane .will not poison the alloy, but the presence of any
gaseous constituent reduces the hydrogen partial pressure and
therefore hinders the diffusion process. Methanol is not believed
to be a poison but of course does reduce the hydrogen partial
pressure.

The palladium diffuasion prrification system is compact
and has a rapid response in output demand. The diffusion
system itself can be turned on and off by opening or
closing a valve. In considering the overall hydrogen
generation facility, the response of the generation section
must also be considered. When idling the diffusion cells
can be kept hot with electric heaters on temperature control
and ca.n be kept fill cf hydrogen in order to be ready for
instant operation. When pure hydrogen is desireds the flow
controller iu adjusted to the desired rate. The ratio flow
controller si taneoualy regulates the flow of purge gas.

2. TreAtment of 2Ztal Crude Product

A flow diagram for the purification of crude hydrogen by
diffusion through palladium alloy cells is contained in
Figure IV-C-1. No prior carbon dioxide or water removal
is employed.

Crude hydrogen direct from the methanol reforming step,
either direct fired or adiabatic reactor, is fed to the
palladium alloy hydrogen diffusion cells without removal
of the carbon dioxide or water vapor. The hot pure
hydrogen from the diffusion cells flows to the product
hydrogen cooler. It is partially cooled in the hydrogen
cooler and then is saturated with water vapor at 140F.
by bubbling through condensate in the hydrogen saturator.
From the bubbler the product goes to the fuel cells.

The dilution effect of the carbon dioxide and water vapor
recnires the use of more palladium alloy diffusion cells
than would be required if these had been removed. The
magnitude of this effect can be seen in the attached figure
entitled "Changes in Number of Cells Required with Hydrogen
Recovery for Various Hydrogen Feed Purities," Figure IV-C-2.
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IV- DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

This figure shows how Lhe number of diffusion cells
required for producing pure hydrogen at the rate of
75 lbs/hr. changes with the purity of the feed gas
and with the degree of hydrogen recovery sought. This
figure is based on crude hydrogen produced in an adiabatic
reactor at a 2:1 steam to methanol ratio. The data is based
on operating the diffusion unit at 6000F. with a differential
pressure across the palladium tubing of 200 psi.

The disadvantage of this system is the relatively high
cost of the palladium alloy cells.

3. Treatment of Crucde Product with Water Removed

The flow diagram is contained in Figure IV-C-3o This case
is very similar to the previous case. The additional step
of removing the water vapor by condensation requires the
addition of heat transfer equirAent. This type of equipment
can be compact and can have low hydrogen holdup. An advantage
of this system is the increased partial pressure of the
hydrogen thus requiring only two-thirds as many palladium
diffusion cells (See Figure IV-C-2) for the purification.
It has the additional advantage that the condensing water
vapor will remove any trace quantities of unreacted methanol.
The effect of methanol vapor is felt to be that of an inert
according to the J. Bishop & Co. However, the tests for
methanol dilution effects were of short duration and were
conducted in a dry atmosphere. This point must be cleared
up by further laboratory investigation.

4. Treatment of Crude Product with Water and Carbon
Dioxide Removed

This case is a further refinement over the previous case where
the water vapor was removed by condensation. The crude hydrogen
from the generation step is cooled by heat exchange and the
water vapor condensed out. The gas is then scrubbed with
monoethanolamine solution for carbon dioxide removal. The
crude hydrogen is then reheated and sent to the palladium
diffusera (See Figure IV-C-4)

In this case the quantity of carbon dioxide to be removed from
the crude hydrogen is about 30 to 40 times (depending on the type
of gas generation system used) that removed in the present Navy
unit for removing carbon dioxide from submarine atmostphereso
Calculatione indicate that for this carbon dioxide removal
system the bed of packing alone will contain 52 cubic feet of
packing, (20" Scho 20 pipe x 26? of packing). In other words, this
absorber alone would contain almost the full 900 SCF of hydrogen
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELUMBNARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

inventory allowed. Also, the equipment for carbon di-
oxide removal including absorber, regenerator, pumps,
heat exchangers would require the entire space pres-
ently allocated for the complete hydrogen generation
facility. Thus, from the standpoint of compactness
and hydrogen inventory the separate removal of carbon
dioxide does not appear practical.

In each case of purification by palladium diffusion
the off gas from the cells is returned to the hydrogen
generation section as fuel. It contains carbon mon-
oxide and hydrogen both of which have heating values.
The quantity of hydrogen depends upon the amount of
recovery used in the diffuser cell operation. The
lower the recovery used the more hydrogen in the off
gas and the lower the methanol needed for fuel. How-
ever, the quantity of methanol needed for process
feed to produce a given quantity of hydrogen increases
with decreased recovery.

D. Purification by Low Temperature Absorption in Methanol

In the proposed hydrogen generation systems under consideration,
the existence of both liquid methanol and liquid oxygen with its
cryogenic cooling potential suggested a purification scheme based
on low temperature absorption of carbon dioxide in methanol. A
process of this type is commercially used for the purification
of gas generated by coal gasification at the Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis plant of South African Oil, Coal and Gas Corporation.
The process as commercialized is generally known as the Rectisol
process.

The Rectisol process takes advantage of the fact that carbon
dioxide solubility in methanol increases with decreasing temp-
erature and increased pressure and that regeneration of the
methanol is readily accomplished by a decrease in pressure. In
the commerciai plant the gas stream at 350 psig is contacted with
methanol at -70'F. and reduces the carbon dioxide to approxi-
mately 1.0%. The main advantage claimed for the process is lower
energy consuimption than other scrubbing processes such as ethanol-
amine or potassium carbonate. The disadvantages of the process
are its complex flow scheme and relatively high vaporization loss
of methanol.

In the proces:3 as considered for this study a simplified flow
scheme would be used along with lower methanol scrubbing temper-
atures. The lower temperatures are possible due to availability
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRjLf4INARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

of cryogenic oxygen. The use of lower temperature should re-
sult in greater carbon dioxide solubility and lower residual
carbon dioxide in the product. A phase diagram of the C02 -CH3 0H
system indicates that carbon dioxide is soluble in methanol up
to 17 mol% at -14O°Fo Also, the equilibrium partial pressure
of carbon dioxide should be very low at this temperature. An-
other factor is that vaporization loss of methanol should be
very low at a lower regeneration temperature.

In the flow scheme shown on Figure IV-D, the raw gas is cooled
in a heat exchanger and a water cooler to about 100*F. The gas
flows through a separator to a heat exchanger where the gas is
cooled to about 40F, A small anount of methanol is added to
the gas stream to prevent freeze up of the moisture still in
the gas as it is cooled further in the heat exchangers which
follo., The gas is cooled to about -lO0F. and then flows to
the methanol scrubber where it is contacted with methanol
entering at -140lF. In order to maintain high absorption capac-
ity it would probably be necessary to have chilling coils em-
bedded in the packing so as to counteract the heat of absorption
of the carbon dioxide. The gas leaving the scrubber would pass
through adsorbent vessels (probably molecular sieves) for re-
moval of the residual carbon dioxide. The cold purified gas
then passes through the heat exchangers countercurrent to the
incoming raw gas and finally leaves the low temperature system
warmed nearly to the incoming raw gas temperature. The gas is
then heated by heat exchange to about 500F. and passes through
the methanator which converts the carbon oxides to methane.
The product gas would be hydrogen and methane plus trace amounts
of carbon oxides,

E. Purification by Low Temperature Adsorptior

The system studied here is based on increased molecular sieve
capacity at lower temperatures. The adsorptive capacity of
molecular sieves becomes very high for most compounds at temp-
eratures near their normal condensation point. Thus, the
capacity for carbon dioxide is increased greatly by cooling to
-40 or -70°F. With cryogenic cooling available from the liquid
oxygen the reduced temperatures become practical.

The simplified flow diagram is included in Figure IV-E. The
syste. is quite similar to the previous system studied, with
the methanol scrub portion being deleted. The system shown
takes the gas from the hydrogen generation section and cools
it by heat exchange and cooler. After water separation the
gas is further dried in a dehydrator. Frcm the dehydrator the
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

gas is cooled by heat exchange and by liquid oxygen cooling
before carbon dioxide removal in the molecular sieves. The
purified hydrogen containing a small quantity of carbon oxides
is warmed by heat exchange before going to a methanator. In
the methanator the residual carbon oxides are converted to
methane and water. The effluent gas is cooled and then goes to
the fuel cells.

This system is considerably less complicated than the low temp-
erature methanol scrubbing systr. It has fewer pieces of
equipment than low temperature methanol scrubbing but not as
few as palladium diffusion. The control would not be excep-
tionally complicated. The time lag on changes of rate, though
not as great as with methanol scrubbing, is not nearly as good
as with the palladium diffusion cells while distinct advantage
would be in the cheaper cost. The hydrogen inventory would
not be excessive. Though offering a novel design this system
is not felt to be competative with the palladium diffusion
cells because of equipment compactness and response time.

F. Purification by Girbotol Scrubbing and Methanation

The most conventional method for hydrogen purification con-
sidered was a Girbotol system followed by methanation. The
system is based on the property of ethanolamines to absorb
carbon dioxide. Upon heating, the ethanolamines give up the
carbon dioxide thus being regenerated. A typical flow dia-
gram for this process is shown in Figure IV-F. The crude
hydrogen is partially cooled in a methanator preheater. It
passes to the MEA reboiler where upon further cooling it
gives up the heat necessary for the amine regeneration.
After passing through a cooler the gas goes to the amine
absorber where the bulk of the carbon dioxide is removed.
The carbon dioxide is released from the amine in the regen-
erator, is cooled in the carbon dioxide cooler, and is ex-
hausted overboard. In all probability a carbon dioxide com-
pressor would be required to boost the gas to submergence
pressure. The partially purified hydrogen upon leaving the
amine absorber is heated in the methanator preheater and
flows to the methanator. In the methantor the residual car-
bon oxides are converted to methane and water. After cooling
the purified hydrogen is sent to the fuel cells.

Much commercial experience has been gained with this process.
The system is reliable and requires a minimum of maintenance;
The degree of purification is more than sufficient for fuel
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IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY PROCESS STUDIES - contd.

cell application. Efficient use is made of the waste heat.
On the deficit side the size and number of the pieces of
equipnent ar3 large. The inventory of hydrogen would be
near 900 ft. for the absorber along. The space require-
ments for this system would be greater than that allowed in
the 5830 Submarine design for the entire hydrogen production
facilities. For these reasons this system was not given fur-
ther consideration.
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V. PLANT DESIGN

A. Process

1. General

After a thorough review of the available processing steps
for the manufacture and purification of hydrogen from
methanol a scheme was selected for further design and
study. This section of the report will discuss the se-
lcctcd process and will point, out its advantages over
the other processes studied. The process is basically

a combination of proven process steps but contains several
original features which make it unique. The process is
regarded as workable, efficient, subject to wide output
variation, quiet in operation, free of objectionable odors
or waste materials, relatively free of moving paits, com-
pact and allows variation in shape-space usage.

The process briefly comprises the following tteps:

a. Methanol and condensate pumped together at
450 psig through heat exchangcr and vaporized
in methanol fired vaporizer.

b. Vaporized and superheated methanol-water mix-
ture at 700*F. reacts over catalyst contained in
annulus around tube containing hot flue gas from
vaporizer. Exit temperature 7001F.

c. Crude product flows to palladiun diffusion
cells maintained at 700'F. Hydrogen diffuses
through the palladium and the residual gas is

burned in the fired vaporizer at about 400 psig-

d. Purified hydrogen at 5 psig flows through
methanator guard chambers and is finally saturated
at 1400F. for use in the fuel,cello

2. Selection of Non-Adiabatic Process

The gas generation step is essentially the basic non-adiabatic
process with the hybrid feature of an oxygen assist. The non-
adiabatic reforming process was selected over the basic adi-
abatic process for a variety of reasons. Reference to the
discussion in Section IV. of this report reveals that the adi-
abatic process holds several attractive advantages. However,
certain disadvantages along with the inclusion of several
new features have led to the selection of the non-adiabatic
reforming process.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

A disadvantage of the adiabatic scheme is that since the
reaction is endothermic the gas must be at an elevated
temperature (1400'F.) as it enters the reforming catalyst.
At this temperature the catalyst may not perform as it is
intended and undesirable side reactions may result. For
instance, the reaction of hydrogen with carbon oxides
to produce methane is relatively rapid at elevated temp-
eratures. The question of the selectivity and life of the
catalyst at these temperatures is not known. The elevated
temperature for the adiabatic reforming may result from
either preheating or addition of oxygen directly to the
process stream with subsequent partial combustion. If
oxygen addition is considered, the above mentioned dis-
advantage can be alleviated by staging the operation.
Several catalyst beds would be used and part of the
oxygen would be added at each so that the maximum temper-
ature developed would be held to predeterminetlimits.
Catalysts are available to make such a scheme workable
but the equipnent and instrumentation tends to become
complicated. Likewise, if an adiabatic system using pre-
heating were to be carried out in stages the equipment
would become bulky and complicated,.

A further disadvantage of an adiabatic process using partial
combustion of the process material to supply the reaction
heat requirements is that the carbon dioxide and water
vapor thus produced remain in the pI-ocess stream and re-
duce the hydrogen partial pressure. In the process selected
the raw hydrogen stream goes directly to the pallaaium dif-
fusion cells. The lower hydrogen paitial pressure increases
the number of palladium cells required. This was illustrated
in Fig.IV-C-2, where.it is shown that the number of cells
required increases as the amount of impurities in the raw
stream increases.

An advantage that is usually claimed for adiabatic reactions
is that no space allowance need be made for heat transfer
surface. In this particular system the vaporizing and
heating up to 700Fo of the reactants amounts to approxi-
mately 70% and the heat duty for the reaction is approxi-
mately 30%. Since the reaction heat requirement is relatively
small, the advantage gained by an adiabatic system by elimi-
nating heat exchange surface for this duty is also relatively
small.

In the design selected, the heat is added to the process
stream more or less continuously from the point of feed
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

introduction to the completion of the reforming reactions.
By this scheme, the methanol burned as fuel, first gives
up heat to vaporizing and superheating the feed, and then
gives up heat to the reaction as it progresses. The hot
flue gas stream passes through the inner tubes of the re-
actor so the outside of the reactor gets no hotter than
the process stream. At no point in the process is the pro-
cess stream heated much above 700 or 800*F. This is de-
sirable from the mechanical design point of view and also
reduces the need for high temperature insulation. As
pointed out previously the desired reactions are favored
by temperatures in the region of 700*F.

3. Selection of Concentric Tube Design

The selection of a non-adiabatic process requires that a
reactor be designed to contain the required amount of cata-
lyst and provide for adequate heat transfer from the hot
flue gas to the reacting gases. In addition, a feature
not ordinarily required in this type reactor, is that both
the process and the flue gas streams are to be at high
pressure (about 400 - 450 psig.).

The usual non-adiabatic reactor or reformer for hydrogen
production comprises a rectangular fire brick lined com-
bustion chamber through which passes the required number
of catalyst filled tubes. The length and diameter of the
tubes are adjusted to give the desired balance of heat
transfer area and reaction space velocity consistent with
the required process operating pressure. The tubes are
usually 2 to 8 inches in diameter so that the maximum heat
transfer distance is small and good control of the reaction
is possible.

The disadvantage of this type reformer lies in the neces-
sity for designing the combustion chamber for 400 psig.
Consideration of this problem led to the possible use of
a shell and tube heat exchanger design. The exchanger
would be a fixed tube sheet design with expansion allow-
ance in the shell. The catalyst was to be contained in
the tubes and the hot gases were to flow through the shell.
Such a design along with the alternate of putting the hot
gases in the tube and the catalyst in the shell held pos-
sibilities but the design for the expansion in the shell
due to the hot flue gases (about 1600"F. inlet) became cum-
bersome.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contdo

A further modification of the shell and tube design was
to use a double pipe arrangement or concentric tubes.
In this design the catalyst is to be in the annulus and
the hot gases will flow through the center. The ex-
pansion will be taken in the shell but in this case the
metal temperature will be approximately 700*F. or nearly
the same as the reaction temperature. Under these con-
ditions the mechanical design becomes reasonable.

In the proposed design it is planned to run the flue gas
countercurrent to the process gas flow. The flue gas
will enter at about 1600*Fo and leave at about 800*F.
The process feed will enter at 700F. and the products
will leave at about 700'Fo The advantage gained is that
the hot flue gas will not be in thermal contact with the

methanol feed, and the possibility of thermal cracking is
eliminated.

The proposed reactor is made up of an inner pipe 2 inches
in diameter and an outer pipe 4 inches in diameter with
approximately 10 feet 6 inches of catalyst. Multiple
units would be required for the plant under consideration.
An important advantage for this design over others con-
sidered is that the reactor tubes can be arranged in a
variety of ways to suit the space-shape available,

It is proposed that the reactor tubes and the manifolding
be enclosed in an insulated box, possibly comprising a
thin walled chamber with the interior filled with a granu-
lated insulation. Such a reactor unit should have low
heat loss and should be very resistant to shock.

Ease of scale-up of the design capacity is another ad-
vantage of the proposed design. More units could be
added to the system without major modifications to the
layout. If valves are provided, capacity control could
be exercised by altering the number of tubes on-stream.
Tubes that are off-stream are maintained at operating
temperature and could be started quickly,

As stated previously, the raw hydrogen gas flows from the
reactor directly to the palladium cells, Eight palladium
cells are required to handle the raw hydrogen product from

each concentric tube reactor, It is fortuitous that the
optimum operating temperature level of the palladium cells
is 600 to 800'F. While it is not necessary to add heat to
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

the palladium cells, it is necessary to maintain them
at operating temperature. It was logical to propose
coupling eight palladium tubes arranged in a circle
about a reactor tube and enclosing the whole unit in
the insulated box. This results in considerable space
savings and is a distinct advantage for the proposed
design.

4. Selection of Palladium Diffusion Purification

The raw hydrogen gas from the reactor tubes will con-
tain approximately 55% hydrogen, 16% carbon dioxide,
25% water vapor, 4% carbon monoxide with small amounts
of methane, and methanol. A number of processes were
reviewed for the purification of this gas and these
were discussed in Section IV of this report.

The most common purification scheme would be the use of
cooling to remove water vapor, and urn-eacted methanol
scrubbing with monoethanolamine or hot carbonate to re-
move carbon dioxide and methanation to convert the
carbon monoxide and residual carbon dioxide to methane.
The final product would be hydrogen containing approxi-
mately 5% methane and less than 10 ppn carbon oxides.
This gas would be satisfactory for fuel cell operation
although higher purity is desirable. A process based
on amine scrubbing has many advantages including the

fact that wide experience has been gained on this
process in actual submarine operation. However, the
process requires too much space, too many pieces of
equipment, is subject to upset when not perfectly
level and would have an inventory of hydrogen in excess of
the volume allowed,-on board the submarine. For these
and other reasons the process was not selected for this
service.

The use of molecular sieves or other adsorbent material
at low temperature for removal of carbon dioxide in place
of the amine scrubbing process was considered. This
scheme eliminates circulating liquids and reduces the in-

ventory of hydrogen but involves considerable equipment.
Also, it requires alterrnate use and regeneration of both
a desiccant bed and the molecular sieve. This is a dis-
advantage since it would require intermittent venting
of the off-gases. The low temperature process requires
the use of close approach exchangers between incoming
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V. PLANT DESIGN -contd.

and outgoing streams. Such a system is not adaptable to
rapid changes in rate as are required for the submarine
service.

The use of low temperature methanol scrubbing for carbon
dioxide removal was considered. The process has a number
of attractive features such as the use of methanol as
the scrubbing mediu. J, thereby eliminating the need of
other chemicals, and low energy consumption due to the
use of liquid oxygen as the collant. However, the process
has the disadvantages of liquid scrubbing and low temper-
ature systems as noted above°

The use of palladium diffusion was the other scheme con-
:idered and was the one selected. A v~riety of reasons
for this selection are apparent. The diffusion cells
differ from the other systems considered in that a pure
hydrogen stream is produced whereas the other schemes
produced 95% hydrogen. The palladium cells involve no
chemicals or fluids, are not subject to corrosion, require
no auxiliary pumps or heat exchangers during normal oper-
ation, are perfectly quiet, produce no troublesome wastes,
require no extra utilities, involve no excessive t~mper-
atures or pressures, operate at the same temperature as
the reforming reactors, may be operated at any angle, give
instantaneous response, may be operated over an extreme
range of through-put always yielding a pure product. In
addition, the cells are not subject to poisoning by the
gases encountered in this process and they should give
a long service -life.

The diffusion of hydrogen through palladium is directly
proportional to the partial pressure driving force of
hydrogen. The presence of water vapor or carbon dioxide
in the raw gas has no detrimental effect on the diffusion
process other than as a diluent. Consideration was given
to operation of the palladium cells with and without prior
removal of the carbon dioxide and/or water vapor. Reasons
for not removing carbon dioxide by any scheme other tharn
the palladium cells have been adequately covered above.
Since water vapor constitutes about 25% of the raw gas stream
from the reforming reactors, a reduction of about one-third
in the number of palladium cells could result by water re-
moval. The gas stream would have to be cooled to condense
the water and then reheated to the operating temperature
of the palladium cells. The gas cooling and reheating would
b; done in a gas to gas heat exchanger and the final cooling
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

and condensing would be done with cooling water. There
would be a considerable cost savings in this scheme.
However, the added space requirements and the operational
lag in the heat exchangers ruled out water removal for
this system.

5. Pressure Level of Operation

In the proposed design the process stream is vaporized
and reacted, and flows to the palladium diffusion cells
at pressures of 425 to 430 psig. The purified hydrogen
flows from the palladium cells at 5 to 10 psig and finally
to the fuel cells at 1 to 2 psig. The combustion in the
vaporizer takes place at 350 to 400 psig and the flue
gases flow on through the concentric tube reactors, the
liquid feed preheater and flue gas cooler at this pressure.

On the process side a number of advantages are gained
by high pressure operation. The rate of diffusion of
hydrogen through the palladium is favored by the increased
hydrogen partial pressure driving force. Higher pressure
operation makes possible a higher space velocity through
the reforming catalyst. Also, the higher pressure results
in smaller and more compact equipment.

From a process heating standpoint, the combustion could
have been carried out at atmospheric pressure. However,
the necessity of disposing of the carbon dioxide produced
in the fuel and purge gas combustion indicated an advantage
for the high pressure operation. Two methods of carbon
dioxide disposal exist. It can either be liquified and
stored under pressure using liquid oxygen refrigeration
or it can be expelled from the submarine at a pressure
in excess of the submergence pressure. Either method
would require the carbon dioxide under elevated pressure.
It was considered more desirable to pump the fuel to the
high pressure and design for the high pressure flue gas
then to provide a compressor. The carbon dioxide rate
will vary widely and compressor design and control could
be very difficult. Also, the pump should be quieter in
operation then a compressor.

6. Oxygen Addition for Process Assist

One of the most important requirements of the hydrogen
production unit for submarine operation is an ability
to increase the rate rapidly. Under proper computer
control, signals can be transmitted to the various pumps
and control instrument almost instantaneously upon receiving
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

a command for an increase in rate. It has already been
pointed out that the palladium diffusion cells will re-
spond quickly to a change of rate. Likewise, the re-
forming catalyst is capable of handling a sudden increase
in rate provided the heat requirements are satisfied.
The 'slowest response would be expected from the vaporizer.
Even though the fuel rate is increased this unit will
tend to lag due to the heat capacity of the vessel and
insulation.

It is expected that, as the result of a command to in-
crease rate, the vaporized feed to the reformer would
drop in temperature. Likewise, there would be insuf-
ficient heat in the catalyst and the net production of
hydrogen would not increase immediately. The inability
to transfer heat into the process stream, therefore,
limits the rate of increasing hydrc6 en production. For
this reason, it was considered desirable to introduce
oxygen directly into the process stream just ahead of
the reformer. At this point a catalytic partial com-
bustion would take place supplying the required heat
for reforming at the increased rate. As the heat sup-
plied from fuel combustion increases the oxygen injec-
tion would be cut back. This scheme may also be used
to extend the capacity of the unit beyond the normal
design capacity.

With this scheme the catalyst is required to promote
a number of reactions simultaneously - oxidation, de-
composition of methanol and water gas shift reaction.
An indirect approach would be to combine the oxygen
with a portion of the feed stream in such a ratio that
the burning reaction would proceed non catalytically
and then combine the hot product gases wliih the re-
mainder of the feed and proceed with the reforming re-
actors. However,there is reason to believe that all
the reactions can be carried out catalytically on a
common reactor with either a single multipurpose cata-
lyst or a multibed arrangement of different catalysts.
This would result in a simpler and more flexible system.
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7. Discussion of Flow Diagram

The process flow diagram for the hydrogen plant is shown
on Figure No. V-A-io The equipnent consists essentially
of an aqueous methanol feeding system, a feed preheater
and vaporizer and a reformer or catalytic reactor in
which crude hydrogen is produced by the chemical reaction
of methanol vapor and water vapor at moderately elevated
temperatures, (7000F., 425 Psigo). This is followed by pal-
ladium diffusion purification, a guard methanation cham-
ber and a gas saturator.

The commercially pure methanol, approximately 99% CH3 OH,
flows from storage to the suction of a metering feed pump
of the reciprocating type, The pump has provision for
varying the stroke and also has a variable speed drive to
accommodate the wide range of turndown from maximum
capacity to minimum capacityo Process condensate or
mineral-free water flows from storage to the suction of
a similar metering feed pump also provided with variable
stroke and variable speed drive.

The primary control of the rate of hydrogen prodaction at
constant reaction conditions of temperature and pressure
is the speed of the process methanol and condensate pumps
which is regulated by a signal from the main computer con-
trol center which governs the pump drive speed. In the
event of a failure in the control center, the pump speed
can be controlled by a manual loading station,

Process methanol and condensate feed pumps of currently
available designs are believed to be adaptable to the
service of the hydrogen generator with suitable modifi-
cations to meet noise and shock test requirements. The
variable speed drive may be developed on the principle of
purely electrical control such as by direct current motor
drives or on the principle of hydraulic drive transmission
and conLrol.

The streams of liquid methanol and condensate discharged
from the feed pumps merge and flow to a methanol feed pre-
heater of conventional shell and tube exchanger design.
The aqueous methanol flowing within the tubes is heated
by exchange with hot flue gas flowing in the shell side,
The tubes, shell and miscellaneous metal parts are type
304 stainless steel. The aqueous methanol is heated to
approximately 350*F.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

The preheated liquid flows to a fired type shell and coil
type vaporizer. The vaporizer consists of a stainless
steel coil mounted inside a stainless steel pressure ves-
sel provided with an insulating refractory lining and is
fitted with a fuel burner at one end. The fuel consists
of purge gas from the purifier cell unit plus sufficient
methanol to maintain prescribed reactor temperature con-
ditions and is completely burned with oxygen in the com-
bustion chamber space to form carbon dioxide and water
vapor. The process feed stream of aqueous methanol is
completely vaporized within the coil and is superheated
to reaction temperature levels of 700*F. to 800'F. To
supply oxygen for combustion of fuel in the methanol feed
vaporizer, liquid oxygen from the main liquid storage
flows to the suction of a high pressure pump. ThJs pump
is located preferably in or near the oxygen storage ves-
sel because of suction liquid conditions. The liquid
oxygen is pumped to an oxygen vaporizer. The oxygen
vaporizer is a double-pipe heat exchanger with the rela-
tively small quantity of heat required for vaporization
provided by circulating cooling water. The water flow is
at high velocity and turbulent flow conditions inside the
exchanger core pipe to prevent build-up of ice layers which
would form if thin films of water were allowed to be cooled
below the freezing point. The outer or shell-side pipe,
an•d the core or tube-side pipe are both constructed of
stainless steel suitable for the condition of low temper-
ature (minus 297*Fo) dictated by the liquid oxygen supply.

The mixture of methanol vapor and water vapor flows from
the feed vaporizer to one of a group of 8 reformer tubes

arranged in parallel flow. The methanol and water react
in the presence of a catalyst to form hydrogen, carbon
dioxide and minor reaction products. The reformer tubes
are each a concentric tube or double-pipe welded assembly
with the methanol decomposition catalyst packed within
the annular space between the inner and outer pipes. The
hot flue gas from the feed vaporizer combustion chamber
enters the bottom of the vertically arranged inner pipe
at approximately 1600*F. and heat is transferred through
the inner pipe wall to the catalyst particles in the an-
nular space. The ratio of heat transfer surface to catalyst
quantity shall be provided so that sufficient heat is trans-
ferred to supply the endothermic heat of reaction and also
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

to maintain the temperature of the reactants and products
at the required temperature level, approximately 7OOF.
A bellows type expansion joint, suitable for the temper-
ature and pressure service conditions is installed between
the ends of the outer pipe to accommodate to the difference
in expansion between the inner pipe at 1600F. and the
outer pipe at 700*F.

The reacting methanol and water vapor flow downward over
the catalyst particles which are supported by a stainless
steel screen at the bottom of the bed. The scre•; is held
by a rugged grid which is welded to the inner pipc. The
reaction products pass from the annular space below the
catalyst support through eight radial pipe elbows welded
to the outer pipe.

The flue gas effluent frorz the methanol feed preheater
passes to the shell side of a shell and tube exchanger
type cooler. The gas is cooled to about 2001F. by heat
exchange with the circulating cooling water and most of
the water vapor is condensed. The mixture of gas and
condensate flows to a separator. The separator is a verti-
cal cylindrical pressure vessel with nozzle ccnnections for
gas inlet, outlet, water drain and level control. The
cooled carbon dioxide together with a small amount of un-
condensed water vapor flows from the top of the vessel to
disposal. The condensed water separated from the gas stream
flows from the bottom of the separator to the suction of
the process condensate feed pump and of the fuel water in-
jection pump. Make-up water needed to maintain a level
in the separator is added to the gas stream entering the
flue gas cooler and is regulated by a level control switch.

The hydrogen purification system consists essentially of
a group of palladium-silver alloy diffusion tubes arranged
in parallel flow for receiving the crude hydrogen from
the reformer tubes. The purified hydrogen effluent from
the palladium diffusion tubes contains virtually no con-
taminants and is of sufficiently high purity for use in
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells. The carbon dioxide, water
vapor, and minor amounts of carbon monoxide, methane and
unreacted methanol, together with a small fraction of the
crude hydrogen produced pass from the diffusion tubes as
purge gas. The purge gas is utilized for its heating value
in the feed vaporizer burner.

The palladium alloy diffusion tubes used in the purification
are the J. Bishop and Company Model A-7., modified slightly
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at the end connections. Each A-71 cell consists of a
large number of palladium alloy tubes 1/16"' O.D. with
a 3 mil (0.003 inch) wall closed at one end. These
thin-walled tubes are contained within a heavy-walled
stainless steel shell 1.$6" O.D. by 27-3/A" lorg. They
are all manifolded together within the cell so that the
purified hydrogen output of all the small tubes is com-
bined and passes from the cell in a common exit line.
There are 8 A-71 cells for each of the 8 reformer tube
units, or a total of 64 cells. The end modifications
consist of substituting welded end connections for the
Parker flared fittings standard on the Bishop A-71 cell
design.

The advantage of welding the connections to the palladium
tube cells is the improvement in strength and compactness
of the multiple cell assembly.

In order to protect the fuel cells from the deletrerious
effect of carbon monoxide in case of diffusion tube
leakage. a methanator guard chamber is provided. The
methanator is a vertical cylindrical pressure vessel con-
taining methanation catalyst supported on a screen held
on transverse bars near the bottom of the vessel. All of
the metal parts of the methanator are stainless steel°
The hot purified hydrogen from the diffusion tubes enters
the top of the methanation catalyst and flows downward
through the bed.

The pure hydrogen effluent from the methanator flows to the
lower part of a direct contact cooler-saturator. The satu-
rator is a vertical cylindrical pressure vessel in which
a water level is maintained at a set range of elevation
above the bottom of the vessel. Vessel connection nozzles
are provided for gas inlet and outlet, water inlet, drain,
and level control.
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B. Detailed Process Calculations

1. Material and Heat Balance

In this section are contained the detailed process calcu-
lations for the material and heat balance for the hydrogen
generation system. The calculations are based on one mol
of methanol for feed. From these basic calculations the
material and energy requirements for the various production
rates are calculated by using the appropriate scale-up
factors.
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Hydrogen Generation Capacity

Maximum rate 70 lbs/hr 35 mols/hr
Normal rate 20 lbs/hr 10 mols/hr
Minimum rate 5 lbs/hr 2.5 mols/hr

Hydrogen Purity and Delivery Conditions

Hydrogen purity essentially 100%
Pressure 1 - 3 psig
Temperature 140°OF
Water vapor essentially saturated

Raw Materials and Utilities Available

Methanol See specification in Section III-D
Steam Condensate or demineralized water at 10 psig (min)
Cooling water at 95OF and 50 psig
Electrical power AC or DC

Basis for Process Calculations - 1 mol CH3 0H feed

Reformer Operating Conditions

The operating conditions picked for this application are those that
best integrate into the overall design without deviating too far from
conditions that have been previously tested. However, the overall com-
bination of conditions should be confirmed by actual operation. Past
operation has covered the following ranges:

Pressure 0 - 300 psig
Temperature 500 - 700-F
Steam to gas ratio 1:1 to 4:1
Residual methane 0.5 - 0.8%
Methanol conversion 98 - 100%

The operating conditions for this application are taken to be the fol-
lowing:

Pressure h25 psig
Temperature 700 OF

Steam to gas ratio 2:1
Residual methane l.O% v (of hydrogen only)
Residual methanol 100°F approach Po equilibrium valve

(Kpo= 2.32 x 10' at 600°F)
Carbon Monoxide 100OF approach to equilibrium valve

(KIii - 9.03 at 800 0 F)
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Reformer Exit Gas Composition

Residual Methanol

CH 3 0H + H2 0 'CO.2 + 3H2

Kp = (002) (H2)3  2_W(202) (H2)3 (?)2= 2.32 x l05 at 600°FKp= H20) (CH30H)I

Let x = methanol reacted Let x = 0.996

CH 3 0H 1-x Kp = (0.996) (2.988)3 ( 30 )2
H2 0 2-x (0.004) (1.0040 (h -9 = 2.39 x lO5
C02 x
H2  3x

3+2x

Thus, residual CH 3 0H = 0.004 mols/mol CH3OH feed

The overall reforming reaction can be expressed as follows:

CH 3 0H + 2.0 H20 - 0.004 CH3 0H + 0.03 CH 4 + qCO + rC0 2 + sH2 + tH 2 0

where q - final mols of CO per mol of CH 3 0H feed
r = It It " C02 11 it it It It
s . " " M H2 " It If It It
t . it " H2 0 "1 " It "

By overall carbon balance . = 0.00h + 0.030 + q + r

r = 0.966 - q

By overall oxygen balance 1 + 2 = 0.004 + q + 2r + t
2.996 = + q + 2(0.996 - q) + t

t = l.064 + q

By overall hydrogen balance 2 + 2 = 0.008 + 0.060 + s + t
3.932 - s + 1.064 + q

s - 2.868 - q

Gas composition is computod from water gas shift at 800°F

Kill = 002 , H2 = (0.996 - q)(2.868 - q) 9.03 at 800*F

CO x H20 (q) (1.064 + q)

Let q 0.185

Kiii = (0.781) (2.683) 9 0

(0.185) (1.209)
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The exit gas composition from the methanol reformer is:

CO 0.185 Mols/mol of CH30H feed
C02 0.781 U

H2 2.683 H
H90 1.249
CH30H 0.O04
CH4 0.3_0

4.932

Reformer Duty

Absolute enthalpy of reactants preheated to 700OF

CH30H 1.000 x -68,258 = -68,258 Btu/mol of CH30H feed
H20 2.000 x -93,303 -- U6,606

-254,864

Absolute enthalpy of products at 700"F

CO 0.185 x -40,803 - -7,549 Btu/mol of CH30H feed
C02 0.781 x -158,651 - -123,906
H2 2.683 x 7,991 - -21,p40 "
H20 1.249 x -93,303 - -116,535 U
CH30H 0.004 x -68,258 - -273
CH4 ooo3o x -17,765 - -533

4.932 -227,356

Reformer duty = (-227,356) - (-254,864) - +27,508 Btu/mol of CH30H feed

Aqueous Methanol Feed Preheater Duty

Preheat reformer feed to 350OF
Methanol in storage at 60*F
Condensate recycled from flue gas cooler at 200°F

CH30H 32 lbs x (232.9 - 16.0) -6,940 Btu/mol of CH30H feed

H20 36 lbs x (321.6 - 168.0) - ,30

12,470

Aqueous Methanol Feed Vaporizer Duty

Preheat, vaporize and superheat reformer feed to 700*F
The boiling point is approximately k20*F
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Preheat duty

CH30H 32 lbs x (291.0 - 232ý9) = 1,860 Btu/mol CH3 OH feed

H20 36 lbs x (396.8 - 321.6) = 2,710

•,570

Vaporizing duty

CH 3 OH 32 lbs x (513.0 - 291.0) - 7,100 Btu/mol CH3 OH feed
H20 36 lbs x (1203.1 - 396.8) =2,3 0

36,130

Superheating duty

CH3 OH 32 lbs x (6h7.8 - 513.0) = h,310 Btu/mol of CH30H feed

H20 36 lbs x (1368.3 - 1203.1) 5,950

10,260

Reformer feed vaporizer duty = 50,960 Btu/mol of CH30H feed

Purge Gas Combustion

The palladium-silver alloy hydro gen diffusion cells are to be sized to

recover 92% of the hydrogen in the reformer exit gas. The purge gas
from the diffusion cell and the oxygen required for combustion are:

Purge Gas + Oxygen 0O2 + H20

CO 0.185 + 0.0925 - 0.185
C02 0.781 + ___ 0.781
H2 0.215 + 0.1075 - 0.215
H20 1.249 + -1 1.249
CH 30H O.0ooh + .0060o - O.OOh + o.008
CH4 0.030 + 0.0600 -- 0.030 + 0.060

2.46h 0.2660 1.000 1.532

Heat recovered when burning this gas at 700*F and cooling flue gas to

800°F Oxygen taken at 60°F
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Absolute enthalpy of reactants

Purge Gas at 700°F

CO 0.185 x - 40,803 - 7,549 Btu/mol of CH3 0H feed
002 0.781 x -158,651 -123,906 "
H2  0.215 x 'W 7,991 1,718
H20 1.249 x - 93,303 = -116,535
CH30H 0.004 x - 68,258 - 273
CH04 0.030 x - 17,765 = - 533

2.464 -247,078

Oxygen at 60°F

02 0.266 x 3,607 = 959

-2h6,119

Absolute enthalpy of products at 800°F

C02 1.000 x -157,480 -157,480
H20 1.532 x - 92,407 -41,568

2.532 -299P048

Heat recoverable from burning purge gas with oxygen (-299,048) - (-246,119) -

-52,929 Btu/mol of CH3 0H feed

Methanol Water Combustion

Heat release required for reforming = 27,508 Btu/mol of CH30H feed
"I vaporizer = 50,960 "
"a heat loss = 4,286 "

82, 75h

Heat recoverable from purge gas = 52,929

Heat required from burning methanol - 29,825 n

Since the response to preheating and vaporizing aqueous methanol from
its own flue gas would be slow, burn the liquid mixture with oxygen.

Check flame temperature of h.5 to 1.0 mol ratio of water to methanol.

CH30H + 1.5 02 + h.5 H20 C0 O2 + 6.5 H20
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-I

Absolute enthalpy of reactants

CH3 0H at 600 F 1.0 x - 93,40o4 - 93,h40 Btu/mol of CH3 0H burned

02 at 60OF 1.5 x 3,607 = 5,J4 11
H20 at 200OF 4.5 x -115,155 = -518 198

7.0 -606,191

Absolute enthalpy of products at 2700OF

C02 1.0 x -131,980 = -131,980
H2 0 6.5 x - 72,680 -472,420

-604,400

Adiabatic flame temperature is slightly above 2700OF

Absolute enthalpy of products at 800OF

C02 1.0 x -157,480 - -157,480
H20 6.5 x - 92,407 = -600,646 "

-758,126

Heat recovered from burning one mol. of methanol and cooling flue gas
to 800°F = (-758,126) - (-606,191) = 151,935 Btu/mol of CH3 0H burned

Mols methanol burned per mol of methanol feed 29,825 .
151,93 0.196

Heat Recovery from Combined Flue Gases

Absolute enthalpy of reactants

2.464 purge gas + 0.266 02 -- 4 1.000 C02 + 1.532 H20
0.196 CH3 0H 5 0.29h 02 + 0.882 H20 -) 0.196 C02 + 1.274 H20

0.560 1.196 CO2 + 2.806 H20

Purge gas = -246,119 Btu/mol of CH30H feed
Methanol feed mixture = -118,813

-364, 932

Absolute enthalpy of products at 2600°F

C02 1.196 x -133,420 - -159,570 Btu/mol CH30H feed
H20 2.806 x - 73,800 = -207,082

4.002 -366,652
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Also at 1600 0 f

C02 1.196 x -147,317 = -176,191 Btu/mol CH3 0H feed
H2 0 2.806 x - 84, 691 = -237•, 643

-413,834

Also at 800°F

C02 1.196 x -157,480 = -188,346
H20 2.806 x - 92,407 - -259,294

-447,640

Also at 400°F

C02 1.196 = -161,968 = -193,714
H20 2.806 = - 95,885 -269,053

-462,767

Also at 300*F

C02 1.196 x -162,997 = -194,944
H2 0 2.806 x - 96,717 = -2710388
H120(R) 2.525 x - 16,382 = - 41,365

-507,697

Uncondensed water vapor at 300OF and 350 psig

H2 0 = 1.196 x 67.0 1 = 0.281 tols

Uncondensed water vapor at 200F and 350 psig

H20 = 1.196 x . -2-50.039 mol1
364.7 - 11.5 0.99

Heat removal to cool products from 300*F to 200°F

C02 1.196 x 9.3 x (300 - 200) = 1,112 Btu/mol CH30H feed
H20 0.281 x 8.1 x (300 - 200) - 228
H20(9) 0.242 x 17,602 , 4,260
H20 2.525 x 18 x (300 - 200) = 4,545

10,145
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Temperature-Heat recovered from flue gas

2640 0 Adiabatic flare temperature
2600 1,983 Btu/moi of CH30H feed
1600 L9,165 "

800 82,971 "
400 98,098 n (Dew Point)
300 143, 028
200 153,173

Palladium Silver Alloy Hydrogen Diffusion Cell

Inlet H2 concentration = 2683 00

Hydrogen recovered = 2.683 x 0.92 - 2.468 mol/mol of CH30H feed

Hydrogen concentration in purge gas - 2.683 - 2.h68 x 100 8.7%
4.932 - 2.468

Average H2 concentration in feed - 31.5%

Direct Contact Cooler Saturation

Hydrogen feed = 2.4 6 8 mols/mol of CH30H feed
Inlet temperature 700°F
Exit temperature 4lhOF
Condensate from hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell at 140OF
Condensate vaporized 2.h68 x (7991 - 4079) - 0.529 mols/mol of CH30H feed

1d x 1014.1

Hydrogen is saturated at 140°F and 1.5 psig
% saturated at 0 psig = 0.529 14.7a2:997 2 x 90%

Temperature at which H2 is saturated at 0 psig - 136°F

Flue Gas Cooler Duty

153,173 - 12,470 - 82,754 = 57,9h9 Btu/mol CH3 0H feed

Water Balance

Water in reformer feed 2.000 mols/mol of CH3CH feed
Water in reformer fuel 0.882 .
Water to saturate product 0..529

3.41 l
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Water condensed in cooler 2.767 mols/mol of CH3 0H feed
Water out in product H2  0g529

3.296
Water make-up 0115

Oxygen Vaporizer Duty

Oxygen flow = 0.560 mols/mol of CH OH feed
Inlet temperature and enthalpy =-197.60 F 290 Btu/mol
Liquid at boiling point (465 psig) -2O2 0 F 1640 "
Vapor at " " " " - -202 0 F 3250 "
Outlet temperature 60OF 5630 "

Oxygen vaporizer duty = 0.560 (5630 - 290) = 2990 Btu/mol CH3 OH feed

Scale-up Factor

Hydrogen produced per mol methanol feed = 2.468 mols
Maximum hydrogen rate = 35.0 mols/hr

Scale-up factor = 35.00 = 14o1815
2.4_68

Material Balance at Maximum Production Rate (Pound Mols/Hr)

1 2 3 4 5 6
Methanol Water Reformer Dry Purge Oxygen
Feed Feed Effluent Hydrogen Gas

CO 2.62 2.62
C02 11,08 11,08
H2  38005 35.00 3.05
H20 28.36 17.71 17.71
CH30H 14.18 0.06 0.06
CH . 0.43 0.43

02 7.94_

Total 14.18 28.36 69.95 35.00 34-95 7.94-
Pres, psig 450 450 425 15 415 450
Temp. OF 60 200 700 700 700 60
gpm 1.15 102

7 8 9 10 11
Fuel Flue Condensate Product Condensate

Gas Hydrogen Makeup

C02 16.96
H22 35.00
H20 12.51 39.79 7.50 7o50 1.63
SHW3 0H 2.78
Total 15.29 56.75 7.50 42o50 1.63
Pres, psig 450 360 10 1-2 360
Temp. OF 800 140 140 140
gpm 0.27 0,06
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Heat Transfer Duties

Aqueous Methanol Feed Preheater = 176,800 Btu/hr
Aqueous Methanol Feed Vaporizer 722,700 "
Reformer = 390,100 "
Flue Gas Cooler = 821,700 "
Oxygen Vaporizer 42,400 "

Electrical Power Requirements

1A Process Methanol Feed Pump
BHP = 1.15 x 450 = 0.41 (kw= 0.41x 7 = 0.38)

1714 x 0.75 0.8o

1B Process Condensate Feed Pump
BHP = 1.02 x 450 = 0.36 (kw = 0.34)

1714 x 0.75

2A Fuel Methanol Feed Pump
BHP = 0.23 x 450 = 0.08 (kw = 0.08)

1714 x 0.75

2B Fuel Water Injection Pump
BHP = o.45 x 45 = 0.16 (kw= 0.15)

1714 x 0.75

3 Condensate Makeup Pump
BHP = 0.06 x 360 = 0.03 (kw = 0.03)

1714 x 0.50

4 Oxygen Pump
BHP = 0.45 x = 0.24 (kw = 0.24)

1714 x 0.50

Power requirements at maximum rate = 1.22 kw

Raw Material and Utility Usage at Normal Rate

Hydrogen production = 20 lbs/hr 10 mols/hr
Mols/hr of CH3 0H feed = 10 = 4.052 mols/hr

2.468
Heat required for vaporization = 4.052 x 50,960 = 206,490 Btu/hr

"it it ft reforming = 4.052 x 27,508 = 121,462 t?

Heat loss above 8006F 1-4.18 x 4,268 = 60775
378,727 "

Heat recovered above 800QF in purge
4.052 x 52,929 =214468

Heat provided by burning methanol = 164,259
Mols/hr of CH3 0H fuel =1, = 1.081 mols/hr

151,935
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Ogen to burn purge gas = 4.052 x 0.266 = 1.078 mols/hr
0 it If CH30H fuel =1.081 x 1.500 = 1&622_2

2°700

Cooling duty in flue gas cooler

Heat to be removed below 800rF ger mol of methanol
feed. Absolute enthalpy at 200 F

C02 1.000 x - 163,978 = -163,978 Btu/mol CH3 OH feed
H20 1.532 x - 97,537 = -149,427 t

H20() 1.498 x - 17,602 = - 26 8

-339,773
Absolute enthalpy at 800OF = -22,0_9
Heat to be removed = - 40,725

Heat to be removed below 800°F per mol of methanol fuel
Absolute enthalpy at 200°F

CO 1oO x - 163,978 = -163,978 Btu/mol CH OH fuel
H,6  6:50 x - 97,537 = -633,991
H20() 6.47 x - 17,602 = -113,885 "

-911,54- it
Absolute enthalpy at 800°F = -78_L126
Heat to be removed = -153,728 I

Flue gas cooler duty

4.052 x 40,725 = 165,018 Btu/hr
1.081 x 153,728 _16R18 Btlk/hr

Heat removed in pre- 331,198 Btu/hr

heater _ Btu/hr
Flue gas cooler duty =280,670 Btu/hr (28 gpm)

Raw Material and Utili:t Usa&2 at Minimum Rate

Hydrogen production = 5 lbs/hr 2.5 mole/hr
Mols/fr of CH3 0H feed = 2ý_. = 1o023 mols/hr2o468

Heat required for vaporization = 1.013 x 50,960 = 51,622 Btu/hr
"it It 11 reforming = 1.013 x 27,508 - 27,866 "

Heat loss above 800°F = 14.18 x 4268 = it

Heat rezovered above 800°F in purge =140,263

1.013 x 52,929 = "
Heat provided by burning methanol = 86,646
Mols/hr of CH30H fuel = 8626L4 = 0.570 mols/hr

153,935

Oxygen to burn purge g9 = 11,013 x 0.266 = 0.269
" " OCH30H fuel = 0.570 x 1,500 0o.85

1.124 mols/hr
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Flue gas cooler duty
1.013 x 40,725 = 41,254 Bt/hr
0.570 x 153,728 =- 625 "

128,879 "

Heat removed in pre-
heater = 16 "

Flue gas cooler duty 116,247 " (12 gpm)

Cold Gas Efficiency at Maximum Rate

Efficiency = 35 x 1222970 x 100 = 81.2%
16.96 x 312,570

Volume of Hydrogen in System

1. In Reformer

Cross seotional a:-ea = (12.73 - 4o43) - 0.0576 ft 3

I4
Volume in 8 tubes = 0.0576 x 8 x 11.42 5.27 ft 3

Catalyst voids = 50%
Max H2 Concentration = 54.4%
Temperat-re F 700r
Pressure :. 30 atm
H2 = 5.27 x 30 x 0.5 x 0.544 x 20 = 19.3 SCF

2. In Pllad._um Diffusion Cell

Volume per ceil = 1.496 x 28 = 0.0243 ft 3

1744 ET?

Number of cells = 64
Average H2 Concentration = 31.5%
Temperature = 7000 F
Pressure =- 30 atm
H2 - 0.0243 x 64 x 30x 2x 0.315 = 6.6 SCF

1160

3. In Methanator

Cross sectional area = = 1.67 ft 2

144
Catalysat voids = 40%
Temperature = 700°F
Pressure = 1.2 atm
H2 = 1.67 x 1.2 x 520 x (1.083 / 0.4 x 2.75) 2.0 SCF

1160
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4. Saturator

H2 - 120.6 x (4.5 x 0.5) x 520 x 1.2 2.0 SCF
144 600

5. Piping

Assume 150' of 1/21" pipe
H2 = 150 x 0.30& x 520 30 x 0.544 2.3 SCF

144 1160

6. Total holdup of Hydrogen = 32.2 SCF
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

2. Utility Reguirements

The utility and raw material requirements are calculated
as shown above. The results are summarized in Table V-1.

Figure V-B-2 shows graphically the effect of hydrogen pro-
diction rate on the raw material consumption. The hydrogen

production rate is expressed as pounds per hour while the
methanol and oxygen consumption is expressed as pounds per
pound of hydrogen produced. These curves increase greatly
as the hydrogen production decreases because of the pro-
portionally increased effect of heat loss at the lower rates.
Also included in Figure V-B-2 is the cold gas efficiency,
the heating value in the product as a percentage of the heating
value in the total methanol.

TABLEX V-I

Summary of Raw Materials apd Utilities at Various Rates

Rate Minimum Normal Maximum

Product H2 , Lbs/Hr. 5 20 70

Methanol
To Process, Lbs/Hr. 32.4 129.7 453.8
To Fuel Lbs/Hr. 18.2 _ 6 89.0
Total Lbs/Hr. 50,6 164.3 542.8

Oxygen, Lbs/Hr. 36,0 86.4 254

Condensate, Lbs/Hr. 12 47 165

Cooling Water, GPM 12 28 82

Electrical Power, KW 1.22 1.22 1.22

Cold Gas Efficiency, % 62.1 76.6 81.2
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

3. EEgment Sizing

The detailed calculations on the sizing of the equipment
are summarized in this section. Included is an equipment
list giving the major design specifications on the pieces
of equipment used in the proposed system.

Equipment Sizing (Other than Pumps)

a. Aqueous Methanol Feed Preheater
Duty = 176,800 Btu/hr.
Liquid in = 150*F; Liquid Out = 350*F.
Flue gas in 800*F; Flue gas Out = 475*F.
LMA• T = 450 - 325 ý= 3830 F.

in &
325

Surface area = 176.800 15.4 ft.2

383 x 30

b. Aqueous Methanol Feed Vaporizer
Duty = 722,700 Btu/hr.
Heat flux = 20,000 Btu/hr/ft.2
Surface area = 722,700 = 36.1 ft. 2

20,000

c. Reformer
Duty = 390,100 Btu/hr.
Process gas in = 700*F., Out 700*F.
Flue gas in = l490F., Out 800-F.
Space velocity = 3000 SCFH of H2/vol of catalyst
LM A T = 12Q_-l00 = 334-F.

1 7.9

Catalyst volume = 38.05 x 379.5 = 4.81 ft.3
3000

Surface area = 3 00 = 52 fto2

334 x 22.5

Flow area inside 4"' Sch. 40 pipe = 0.0884 ft. 2

Total area of 2" pipe = 0.0308 ft. 2

Annular flow area = 0.0576 ft. 2

Length of annulus 81 = 83.5 ft. (eight 101-6" lengths)
0.0576

Surface = 0.622 x 84 52.2 fto2
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

d. Flue Gas Cooler
Duty = 821,700 Btu/hr.
Cooling water In 95*Fo; Out 115Fo Flow 82.1 GPM
Flue gas in 475; Out 2001F.
LMTD = 360 - 1o5 = 2070F.

In 60
105

Surface area = 821,700 = 39.7 ft.2
207 x 100

e. Oxygen Vaporizer
Duty = 42,400 Btu/hr.

Oxygen In -297'F.; Out 601F.
Cooling water In 1150F.; Out 1140 F.
LMTD = i05 =1770 F.

Im 410-55

Surface area = 42.400 = 3.0 ft.2

177 x 8O

f. Palladium Hydrogen Diffusion Cell
Flow = 35 x 379.5 = 13,300 SCF/Hr.
Capacity of J. Bishop Type A-71 cell for pure H2

at 400 psig differential pressure = 650 SCF/Hr.
Correction factor for operation at average H2

concentration of 31.5% = 0.35
Correction factor for having product hydrogen

pressure greater than 0.95
Capacity per cell = 650 x 0035 x 0.95 = 216 SCF/Hro

Number of A-71 cells = 13.300 61.6
216

g. Methanator
Flow = 13,300 SCF/hr.
Space velocity 3000 SCF/hr. of H2 /ft. 3 of catalyst
Catalyst volume 1 20= 4.43 fto3

3,000

Bed dimensions = 18" sch. ST pipe x 2'-9" high

h. Saturator
Flow = 42.5 x 379.5 = 16,100 SCF/Hr. 5.2 ACF/Seco

Molecular weight = 4.83
Allowable superficial velocity = 0.1 x = 709 ft/sec.

V 0.0l

Cross sectional area = 5.2 0.66 ft.
2

7.9
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V. PLANT DESIGN- contd.

Use 12" scho 20 pipe x 41-0 TT

i. Separator
Flow = 17.54 x 379.5 = 6660 SCF/Hro 0°095 ACF/Sec.
Molecular weight= 44
Allowable superficial velocity = 0.1 x - ý23 0.51 ft/sec.

| 2.3
Cross sectional area = 0.095 = 0.186 ft.2 (6" Sch. 40 pipe)

0.51

Size for 2 min. holdup of condensate,

Volume = 2 x 1.47 = 2.94 gal. or 24.5 lbs.

Use 80" Scho 40 pipe x 3t-011 TT

Equipment List

a. Process Methanol Feed Pump
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 1.21 GPM (max.)
Suction Pres. 0 to 320 Psigo
Disc Pres. 450 Psig..
Suction Temp. 30 - 85"F.

Process Condensate Feed Pump
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 1.07 GPM (max.)
Suction Pres. 0 - 350 Psigo
Disc Pres. 450 Psig.
Suction Temp. 100 to 200*F.

Use 1.5 H.P. electric motor drive with speed control
turn down of 20 to 1.0. Duplex pump with methanol-
in one cylinder and condensate in the other cylinder.

b. Fuel Methanol Feed Pu1mp
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 0.24 GPM (max.)
Suction Pres. 0 to 320 Psig.
Disc Pres. 450 Psig.
Suction Temp 30 - 850F,

Fuel Water Injection Pump
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 0.48 GPM (max.)
Suiction Pres. 0 to 350 Psig.
Disc Pres. 450 Psigo
Suction Temp. 100 to 200%E
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

Use 0.75 HP electric motor drive with speed con-
trol turn down of 20 to 1.0 Duplex pump with methanol
in one cylinder and condensate in the other cylinder.

c. Condensate Makeup Pump
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 0.20 GPM (Max.)
Suction Pres. 0 - 10 Psig.
Disc, Pres. 350 Psig.
Suction Temp. 100 - 140-F.

Use 0,25 HP electric motor drive with speed con-
trol turn down of 20 to 1.0.

d. Oxygen Pump
Type Reciprocating
Capacity 0.50 GPM (Max.)
Suction Pres. 25 Psig. (for NPSH requirements)
Disc. Pres. 450 Psig.
Suction Temp. -297.6 0 F.

Use 0.75 HP electric motor drive with speed control
turn down of 20 to 1.0.

e. Aqueous Methanol Feed Preheater
Type Shell and Tube
Design Pres. 500 Psig.
Design Temp. 850°F.
Duty 176,800 Btu/hr.
Surface 15.4 fto2
Material Type 304 S.S.

f. Aqueous Methanol Feed Vaporizer
Type Coil in Shell
Design Pres. 500 Psig. (Coil) 450 Psig(Shell)
Design Temp. 1200'F. (Coil) 450°F. (Shell)
Duty 722,700 Btu/hr.
Surface 36.1 Ft. 2

Material Type 347 S.S. (Coil) C.S. (Shell)

g. Reformer
Type Double Pipe
Dimension 4t1 Sch. 40 Outer Pipe x lO-6"

Catalyst Depth,2" Sch, 4'O T. ..r Pi--
Catalyst in Annulus 0.61 Ft. 3

Number of Units 8
Design Pres. 450 Psig. (Outer Pipe), 400 Psig.

(inner Pipe)
Design Temp. 10OO0•F. (Outer Pipe), 1600'F. (Inner Pipe)
MateriaýL Type 347 S.S.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

h. Flue Gas Cooler
Type Shell and Tube
Design Pres. 400 Psig.
Design Temp. 600 *F.
Duty 821,200 Btu/hr.
Surface Area 39.7 Ft. 2

Material Type 304 S..

i. Palladium Hydrogen Diffusion Cells
Type J. Bishop Type A-71
Number 64

Jo Methanator
Type Vertical Cylinder
Design Pres. 50 Psig.
Design Temp. 800OF.
Dimensions 18" OD x 4'-6" TT
Material Type 347 S.So
Catalyst Girdler Type G-33 (4,43 fL.3)

k. Saturator
Type Vertical Cylinder
Design Pres. 50 Psig.
Design Temp. 650-F.
Dimensions 12 Sch. 40 Pipe x 47-0" TT
Material Type 304 SoS.

1. Separator
Type Vertical Cylinder
Design Pres. 400 Psig.
Design Temp. 650-F.
Dimensions 8" Sch. 40 Pipe x 3'-0' TT
Material Type 304 S.S.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

C. Mechanical Details of Major Equipment

Five semi-detailed sketches have been prepared to depict the
physical characteristics of the principal process equipment
components. These are:

Figure No. V-C-I Methanator
Figure No. V-C-2 Saturator
Figure No. V-C-3 Feed Vaporizer
Figure No. V-3-4 Reformer
Figure No. V-C-5 Separator

The assembly of these process equipment components together
with pumps and heat exchangers into the given available space
is shown in the following three scale study drawingsg

Figure No. V-C-6 Hydrogen Generators Plan View
Figure No. V-C-7 Hydrogen Generator, Elevation
Figure No. V-C-8 Hydrogen Generator, Isometric View

D. Instrumentation

The hydrogen gas production rate of the hydrogen generator is
set by adjustment of the speed of the process methanol and con-
densate feed metering pumps. This speed adjustment can be achieved
by a locally-mounted manual loading station or remotely in response
to the submarine command instructions to a computer control center,
The computer control center may contain an analog or other type
computer which receives feedback intelligence data from the individual
control instruments including, but not limited to:

1. Temperature of process gas leaving reformer,

2. Oxygen and carbon monoxide concentration in flue gas leaving
methanol feed vaporizer.

3. Speed controller of fuel methanol and of oxygen pump.

4, Condensate level switch at flue gas cooler separator.

The computer routine is prograrmed to regulate and to maintain the
process conditions and variables as required for optimum hydrogen
production at the set rate, The temperature of the process gas
leaving the reformer is controlled by adjusting the speed of the
fuel and condensate metering pumps.

The combustion is controlled by measuring the speed of the methanol
fuel pump. the speed of the oxygen pump and the oxygen and carbon
monoxide content of the flue gas. The signals from these measurements
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

feed back to the computer and an output signal is sent to an
oxygen fuel ratio controller. This controller then controls
the speed of the oxygen pump0

Two back pressure regulators are provided to maintain pressure
on both the process gas and the flue gas side of the reformp"ý
The level switch on the condensate separator will supply a si.gnal
which can be made to adjust the speed controller governing the
speed of the condensate makeup pump.

The anticipatory characteristics of the computer control. center.
and the other control components will be selected so that lag time
will ble minimized when a change in rate order is issued by the
submarine command or whenever any process condition tends to deviate from
the respective optim m condition required by the established production
rate. However, it is anticipated that at times, an extremely rapid
increase in rate of hydrogen production may be requi.red by the
submarine command. The normal processes of increase in combustion of
vaporizer fuel and heat transfer rate to the reforming catalyst chamber
may not be sufficiently rapid to satisfy these extreme requirements0
To satisfy this heavier demand extra heat input directly to the
catalytic reartor can be obtained by means of injecting reactant oxygen
directly into the methanol-water vapor mixture entering the reactor.
The duration of the periods of oxygen injection and consequent heat
generation from oxidation of methanol will be very short.
The oxygen injection assist will cease as soon as the rate of heat
transfer from the flue gas is sufficient to maintain satisfactory
process conditions at the increased hydrogen rate. To prea,°cnt any
deficiency in oxygen flow to the feed vaporizer burner during
oxygen injection the computer program routine will be devised to
increase the oxygen pump speed sufficiently to maintain sufficient
oxygen flow for all requirements. At the same time, the process
methanol feed stream will be increased sufficiently for both the
feed for increased hydrogen production and the portion which will
react with the injected oxygen.

A temperature switch is located at the outlet of the methanator to
actuate a high temperature alarm.. This alarm warns of leakage of
impurities into the product hydrogen stream leaving the purifier cell0
This switch may also send a feedback signal to the computer control
center to shut down the hydrogen generator if continued excessively high
temperature of the hydrogen product gas should endanger the fuel cells°

It is contemplated that over a period of time the dynamic characteristicE
of the unit may drift somewhat due to various factors such as catalyst
aging. wear or heat loss variation0  With a completely computerized
system the control program could be self correcting to maintain optimum
performance. This would be a goal for the future after operational
experience is gained0  In the immediate stage of developnent an
arbitrary correction can be bail.t into the control. systeu based on
data obtained from the proposed prototype program.
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V. PLANT DESIGN - contd.

E. Physical

The approximate weight and size of the principal items of
process equipment have been estimated to be as follows-

EQUIPMENT PIECE NUMBER DESCRIPTION WEIGHT DIMENSIONS VOLUME
REFERENCE FIGURES POUNDS CUBIC FT.
(NO. V-C-6,-7,-8)

1 Reformer and 3000 i ?-3"x5t-9"9x 92°5
Hydrogen Puri- 121-1O1
fier Cell Units

2 Metharator '740 18"O0oDx3-1-0" 6o8
Tangent to
head

3 Aqueous Meth- 3830 ,7 1/2"0oDo 59
anol feed x7t-3 t ' approx.
vaporizer

4 Oxygen vaporizer 80 6"W-1--O 31 2.5

5 Aqueous methanol 400 l51 1OoDx6'-0' 7.4
feed preheater

6 Flue Gas cooler 500 L80oDx6'-0" 10o6

7 Separator 130 9"0 0oDx3'-.O' 1.4

8 Direct contact 260 13-f0Dx0 x --.0" 3°7
cooler saturator

9 Process Methanol 625 21-6"xi'-7'' 6.0
Feed Pump xl f -61

10 Process Conden- 625 2V-6"t -t I --7" 6°0
sate Feed Pump x.-01

II Fuel Methanol 440 21-6"1xliv-7" 6.0
Pump x!t-6"

12 Fuel Water In- 440 2T-o6"x1.t7" 60o
jection pump xl. -6"

13 Condensate make-- 200 l.9"x3l-Olt 6.6
up pump xlI'-.3"t

11270

(Offsite) Oxygen Pump 400
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS

The process presented was designed keeping in mind the various require-
ments peculiar to the submarine application. The three most important
factors considered were compactness, rapid response to changes in output
demand, and safety. Summarized in this section is a discussion of the
more important characteristics of this design and the effect of some al-
ternatives and scale-up.

A. Physical

The detailed discussion of the process and the major pieces of
equipment is contained in Section V.

1. Design Advantages

The proposed design has many advantages which make it
particularly suitable for submarine application. With
the exception of the feed vaporizer all of the major
pieces of equipnent are small ciiough to fit through
a hatch of 25" in diameter. Thus for repair or replace-
ment it would not be necessary to cut through the side
of the ship, The one exception, the feed vaporizer,
is easily constructed and could be assembled on board
the submarine. The design is compact and readily adapt-
able to the 580 hull design. The reformer and the pal-
ladium diffusion purification cells both operate at the
same temperature. Since they are both compact, they
were designed to be installed within a single insulated
box, This eliminates the need for refractory lining
in the reformer. The reformer and palladium diffusion
cells are thus more resistant to shock. Making use of
a common insulated box reduces the lost space of in-
dividual insulation. The feature of high pressure re-
forming has the advantage that the carbon dioxide flue
gas can be ejected overboard without the use of a
compressor. Also, no compressor is needed to pressurize
the crude hydrogen gab for purification in the palladium
cells.

Elimination of a compressor removes a source of structure
borne vibration which experience from Girdler built Car-
bon Dioxide Removal Units has shown to be quite trouble-
some, The only rotating components in this design are
the water, methanol, and liquid oxygen pumps and motivation
systems, The pumps are positive displacement. Girdler's
experience with structure borne sound evaluations had
shown the positive displacement pump to be troublesome.
Hcwcvcr, this problem has been successfully eliminated
by the use of pulsation dampeners. No particular troubles
are foreseen in accomplishing a particularly noise quiet
unit.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

With the proposed system there are no liquid solutions,
thus a reduction in contamination susceptibility. There
would, likewise, be no chemicals to store. The plant
design is capable of operating at steep angles and
standard conditions of pitch and roll are expected to
have no effect.

Tho instrumentation on this design is quite complete
making the unit fully automatic and lends itself to
computer control for advantageous response character-
istics, The rapid response characteristics are accom-
plished by the unique injection of additional oxygen
into the reaction zone of the reactor. Because of the
high degree of instrumentation the design is considered
quite safe. The hydrogen inventory has likewise been
held to a minimum, less than 50 SCF.

The maintenance is expected to be at a minimum because
no corrosive solutions or chemicals are being encountered.
There are no extraneous materials generated which could
contaminate the submarine atmosphere.

2. Desirable Alternatives

The proposed design is highly sophisticated and efficient.
The system makes efficient use of all the waste heat at
the expense of more equipsent and instrumentation. A
more simple design could be made. It would be less ef-
ficient and would require 10-15% more methanol but very
little additional oxygen consumption. It would have a
direct fired vaporizer and preheater with firing at at-
mospheric pressure. The carbon dioxide would then have
to be compressed for ejection overboard. The off-gas
from the palladium diffuser cells, containing small
amounts of carbon monoxide and methane under pressure,
would be ejected overboard without firing. A design of
this type would require much less instrumentation, thus
a more compact design. It could also be computer con-
trolled for a minimum of attention. The difficulty of
firing the vaporizer under pressure would be eliminated.
Operation on air would be less difficult because there
would be no necessity for compressing the air needed for
combustion.

An alternative to the above designs can be made. Diesel
fuel can be substituted for methanol for firing the
vapnrizero This would result in use of a fuel having a
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

higher heating value with less fuel being required.
This diesel fuel firing can be accomplished because
the flue gas does not enter the reformer or the pal-
ladium diffuser cells. Diesel fuel firing could not
be tolerated without special treating if the flue gas
goes to the palladium cells as there may be palladium
poisons in the oil. Some greater difficulty may be
encountered in the firing of diesel fuel under pres-
sure than with methanol.

It may develop that from a detection point of view it
would be undesirable to eject the carbon dioxide
directly overboard. If that should be the case, the
proposed design wuuld be slightly altered. Because
the carbon dioxide is under pressure, it could be
further dried and then liquified by cryogenic cooling
with liquid oxygen. The liquid carbon dioxide could
be easily stored in tanks and pumped overboard at a
convenient time.

3. Scale-up

The design of this plant is readily adaptable to
scale-up. No great problems with respect to process
are anticipated. The same general flow scheme would
be used.

Generally speaking the size of the equipuent would be
directly related to the scale-up desired. For in-
stance, to scale-up from 70 lbs/hr. to 350 lbs/hr.
would require 40 reformer tubes instead of the present
8 tubes fnd the methan tor volume would increase from
4.45 ft.- to 22.15 ft.'. If the larger sized unit is
undesirable then multiple trains of equipment can be
used. The larger sized plant would not be adaptable
to the spacing allotment for the 580 hull design but
could quite readily be adapted to a new submarine de-
signo

B. Operating

Initially there are two pre-start-p functions which c•n
be performed in port& These are activation of the pal-
ladium silvei alloy and activation of the methanation
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VI. DISCUJSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS -- contd.

catalyst, if required. The palladiunm is activated by
evacuating both sides of the cell down to an absolute
pressure of 1 - 2 mn of Hg, bleeding in air to atmos-
pheric pressure and re-evacuating. The above procedure
is carried out while the cells are heated to 800*F, by
hot flue gases flowing through the reformer tubes which
are insulated together with the hydrogen purifier cells.
The palladium should not require regeneration unless
mis-operation of the reforming step produces carbon
and/or olefins which will temporarily poison the pal-
ladium. This step could be performed at sea by the
addition of a vacuum pump.

Activation of the methanation catalyst is carried out
by reducing it with hydrogen at. 750'F. for about six
hours. The flow of hydrogen can be obtained from cy-
linders with preheating to 7501F. in the reformer or
methanol can be reformed in the hydrogen generator to
produce the required hydrogen flow. This step can
also be performed at sea if required.

Also, before insulation is applied, the hydrogen gen-
erator should be tested for leaks. Before each startup
the hydrogen purifier cells should be checked for leaks
by applying nitrogen to the high pressure side and noting
any pressure rise on Lhe low pressurE sideo

On startup the submarine should be vented to the surface
in order that the burner can be lighted off at. atmos-
pheric pressure. Condensate is pumped at a low rato
through the vaporizer and vented to the atmosphere to
prevent overheating of the vaporizer coil and to con-
trol the temperature of the flue gases to the reformer,

The burner is started up on a methanol-water mixture and
oxygen. It is ignited at atmospheric pressure by means
of a lance inserted through a hand hole which is flanged
up after light off= Cooling water flow is established
through the flue gas cooler and oxygen vaporizer before
light-off since cooling water is used to vaporize the
oxygene

After the hot flue gases have raised the reformer tubes
and palladium diffusion cells up to operating temper-
ature, the process methanol feed is started.

After flow is established through the unit, the presdure
on the process side is increased slowly from atmospheric
to 200 psigo During this period the purge gas is vented
ra-ther than bing bu;-hd ei •hi vaporizer for heat re-
covery since there would be excessive hydrogen in the
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VIe DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

purge gas for heat balance. At this pressure sufficient
hydrogen will be diffusing through the palladium so that
the purge gases can be burned. After purge gas burning
has been established, the pressure on the flue gas side
is increased until the normal operating pressure of 350
psig is reached. As the process pressure and the flue
gas pressure are increased, the process flow and fuel
firing may be increased up to the desired flow rate.

During start-up it will be necessary to withdraw all of
the condensate from storage until the flue gas system
is under normal-' oeratin pressure of 350 psigt At th4s
time, the condensate make-up pump is started and flow
established to the flue gas system. The condensate
supply is Lhen switched from storage to the separator
where condensate condensed from the flue gases is stored.

The hot low pressure hydrogen is cooled and saturated
in the di rct contact cooler. Condensate is made up
automatically bY level control. Th. 3a-tur-a•ted hydrogen
then flows to the fuel cell.

After the system is operating under full pressure, the
control of production rate or flow rate can be transferred
to the computer control center.

2. Normal Operation

During normal operation, the flow rates of process raw
materials, fuel and oxygen are contro'•lled 4.t +om
puter control center. They are such as to exactly
balance Lhe hykdrogen demand of the fuel cells. The in-
let and exit temperatures of the methanator will be
constant unless there is a leak in the palladium tubing.
In this case the exit temperature will increase about
140*F. for each one per cent of carbon oxides leakage.
The injection of oxygen directly into the process gas
leaving the vaporizer is not used under steady state
condition•-, The reformer exit temperature controls
the fuel methanol flow rate. If the temperature of the
flue gases to the reformer is too high, 'Lhe ratio of
fuel injection water to fuel is increased. The flow
of oxygen is controlled by the analysis of the flue
gases for oxygen and CC plus the speea of the fuel
methanol-injection water pmapo

If a small change in hydrogen demand is signaled from
the submarine command to the computer control center,
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

the computer will reset all flow rates simultaneously
eliminating the normal instrumentation lag between the
increase in process feed and the increase in fuel and,
oxygen. However, if a large change in flow rate is
required such that a large change in heat transfer
rate is required in the vaporizer, the computer will
reset all flow rates accordingly. In addition it will
over-ride the oxygen pump speed so that oxygen is
available for direct injection into the process line
from the vaporizer to the reformer, to maintain the
reformer exit tp-m-perature at the desired temperature
while the refractory in the vaporizer is heating up to
the temperature required for the higher heat transfer
rate. The injection of oxygen into the process gas is
transient and is discontinued as soon as the normal
firing methods catch up with the higher hydrogen pro-
duction rate.

If a large decrease in hydrogen production is signaled
the process methanol rate is decreased at constant
condensate rate until the refractory in the vaporizer
has cooled down to the new temperature level and the
hot piping in the reformer cooled down. At this time
the process methanol-water ratio is returned to normal.

If no hydrogen is required, the hydrogen generator is
kept at operating temperature by burning fuel methanol
to keep the equipment hot. Sufficient process con-
densate must be pumped through the vaporizer to prevent
overheating at minimum burner turndown. The steam
passing through the process side of the reformer and
hydrogen purifier must be discharged downstream of the
vaporizer to prevent quenching of the burner flame.
The steam is condensed in the flue gas cooler and re-
cycled to the condensate pumps,

3. Shut-down

If the hydrogen generator is to be shut down for a short
period, the flow of process methanol is shut off. The
flow of proceas condensate is continued until the steam
has displaced all the hydrogen containing process gas
from the high pressure side of the system. The oxygen
pump, fuel methanol pump and water injection pump can
then be shut off. This can be carried out in the sub-
merged position. However, the reduction of pressure
on the system and thp final venting of flue gases cannot
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS contd.

be done until the submarine is vented to the surface.
The low pressure side of the palladium diffuser, the
methanator and direct coolem saturator can be boxed
in full of hydrogen ready for the next startup since
the quantity of hydrogen contained in these units at
atmospheric pressure is quite small.

If the shutdown is to be of extended duration, the low
pressure hydrogen can be purged out with nitrogen. If
this is done, this system will have to be evacuated
before the next startup for normal operation. However
by tolcratnig impure hydrogen to the fuel cell for a
short period of time on the next startup the need
for evacuation could be avoided.

The high pressure oxygen in the piping can be retained
in the piping or vented to the submarine atmosphere.

4. Power Consumption at Various Rates

Since all pump drivers are of the variable speed type,
little power is saved at reduced rates if speed.variation
is accomplished by the various methods such as magnetic
clutch, electronic control or D.C. series motor. Since
the power consumption is so small, this item is of little
consequence. Other types of drive using belts and plane-
tary gears use less power at reduced speeds but are more
subject to slippage and wear and in addition considerably
More 0oi.by . i Operatiuu1

5, Response Time

The overall response time of the hydrogen generator can
best be understood by analyzing the response time of
each section of the unit. The purification section
which consists of the palladium diffuser, methwiator,
and cooler-saturator is essentially instantaneous in
response provided the system is maintained at operating
conditions and can be supplied with the required crude
hydrogen feed. It can be turned on, turned ofi or
changed in flow rate as rapidly as a water faucet. How-
ever, it is more difficult for the generating section
to supply the crude hydrogen with this facility. In
this section, the response of the heat transfer equip-
ment is limiting. The refractory mass in the vaporizer
although small requires some finite time to change to
a new temsperature level. The refractory should be light
weight and have low heat storage characteristics. There
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VI, DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

is also a mnall inherent lag in any heat recovery system
such as is used in this generation section where the
process feed is preheated with flue gas of which about
50% is supplied by the burning of the purge gases. It
is these two lag times mentioned above that the dirt~t
injection of oxygen into the process feed stream is pro-
posed to eliminate or reduce to a minimum.

Experience on other units of this type would indicate
a start-up from a cold unit to normal operating rate
might require about 30 minutes. Shutting down the unit
would be essentially instantaneous. Response time from
minimum operating rate to maximum operating rate would
be in the order of a few minutes. Response time from
normal operating rate to maximum operating rate would
be essentially instantaneous with the use of the oxygen
assist feature of the design.

6. On Stream Factor

The unit has been designed to easily meet the require-
ment of 10 days continuous operation. Most of this
operation would be at the normal rate with 10 hours at
the maximum rate in two hour periods. However, it is
believed that the equipment is designed to operate con-
siderably longer than this without maintenance. Ex-
perience indicates that catalyst life expectancy can be
considerably greater than the 10 days specified. For
long periods of operation allowance may be required to
allow for changing catalysts characteristics.

C. General

1. Fuel

Methanol as a process or combustion fuel for hydrogen
generation on board submarines has many advantages over
other materials such as jet fuel. diesel oil, or ammonia.
Methanol is a relatively pure chemical, 99.85% in com-
mercial quantities. It is widely available and easily
stored and handled. Being of high purity, methanol does
not give rise to undesirable by-products which would
result in difficult disposal problems on submarines.
Methanol does not contain sulfur, a catalyst poison,
which may be present in some petroleum fuels, There
are no large quantities of nitrogen to be disposed of
by liquefaction or some other more difficult means, as
--ould be the case with ammonia decomposition°
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VI* DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

There is reason to believe that ethanol could be sub-
stituted for methanol. This could ve the commereW
azeotrope ethanol-water mixture. For the fuel side
of the process other materials could be substituted
for the methanol if certain design provisions are made
while still maintaining the process advantages of meth-
anol as a process feed.

2. Disposal of Waste Gases

In the proposed design, esseIntial-1-4y all of the carbon
in both the process feed methanol and fuel methanol
leave the generator in the form of carbon dioxide at
350 psig, 2000F. and saturated with water vapor. Also.
present is the argon contained in the oxygen and probably
a small quantity of unreacted oxygen and carbon monoxide
which generally results even from combustion at stoichio-
metric ratios of fuel and oxygen. Under these conditions,
there is sufficient pressure for the carbon dioxide to be
released overboard while submerged. The present design
incorporates this technique. if this procedure is not
desirable from the standpoints of miss and surface de-
tection, the carbon dioxide can be liquefied by the evap-
oration of liquid oxygen flowing to the fuel cell and to
the hydrogen generator. It can be purged overboard from
the submarine continuously mixed in with the sea water
cooling system; or if necessary, it can be stored as a
liquid and discharged periodically at convenient times.
The main point is that the carbon dioxide is under suf-
ficient pressure to liquefy at a sufficiently high pres-
sure and temperature that dry ice is not formed. It
would be necessary to dry the carbon dioxide before lique-
fying if this route is chosen.

3. Air Operation

If air is available from the surface, the hydrogen gen-
erator can be run at various rates depending on the pres-
sure at which air is supplied to the buxTier. If it can
be compressed to 450 psig elsewhere on the submarine, the
hydrogen generator can run at full rate. Approximately
66 KW would be required to operate the air compressor at
the 70 lbs/hr. or maximum hydrogen rate. The combustion
volume in the aqueous methanol feed vaporizer is sufficient
to allow operation at a 30 lbs/hr. hydrogen rate at atmos-
pheric pressure. However, operation at atmospheric pres-
sure is not practical since there must be sufficient
pressure on the flue gases to overcome the pressure
drop through the reformer and other heat recovery
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VI. DISCUSSION OF CHARACTERISTICS - contd.

equipnent. If considerable operating time on air is
contemplated, furnace operation at a substantially lower
pressure with compression of the carbon dioxide from the
submarine when it is submerged may be more economical
overall than the present design.

In order to switch from oxygen operation to air operation,
the burner may have to be changed depending on the maximum
hydrogen rate required when on air generation. It will
definitely require changing if low pressure air is used
in one case and high pressure oxygen in the other case.
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VII. DISCUSSION OF DFBI(C VERIFICATION- contd.

In the preliminary study and the preparation of the final process and
=echanical design of a prototype umit, a number of problems were
encountered. The solution to some of these were readily obtained
after investigation and evaluation of the factors involved. In some
instances alternate solutions were appamnt. When these occurred a
weighted choice vas made between the certainty of present knowledge
and the advantages that might be gained in this particular application.
In other instances a degree of uncertainty necessitated assumptions
which will require experrimental verification.

A. Process

in general the proocess steps chosen have all been carried out
in one form or another in Girdler's laboratories, pilot plants
or commercial plants. These include such steps as the following:

1. Pumping and vaporizing methanol, condensate and
liquid oxygen.

2. Burner operation under prescure on oxygen tempered
with condensate and combustibles such as methanol and
hydrogen containing purge gas.

3. Catalytic reforming of methanol with steam at

600 to 800F. with oxygen iUJeotion.

4. Purification of crude gas by palladimn diffusion.

5. Methanation of residual carbon oxide to protect
fuel cell from contaminants in case of minor leaks.

6. Cooling and saturation of product hydrogen.

However, conditions used in the process design give rise to
uncortainties concerning reaction rates, selectivity and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. These further are associated mainly with
the catalyst which might be considered the very heart of the
process. A great deal of catalytic data has been developed in
Girdler laboratories on the reactions. However, the actual
performance of the catalyst in the proposed unit and specifically
under the conditions used# requires experimental verification.
Aotual factors to be developed experimotally include the
follow1bg:

1e Seleotivity of the catalyst for suppressing methane
formationl Sinoe there is a large thermodynaic potential
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VII. DISCUSSION OF DESIGN VARIFICATION - contd.

for this reaction a large amount of methane could theoretically
be formed. An appreciable amount could be tolerated in the
crude product, since the purge gas is used as fuzel In this
design,9 methane in the crude gas was assumed to be 1% by
volume since cataly-st data indicates that the desired selectivity
can be obtained.

2. The degree of conversion of methanol at the chosen
conditionss Indications are that high catalyst activity san
be obtained. An approach of lOOeF. to thermodynamic equili-
brium waz used in the design°

3. The activity of the catalyst for the water gas shift
reactions Data appear to show that carbon nmonex!4 d --a
approach the equilibrium value over most catalyst that are
active for the methanol reforming reaction. An approach
of 100*Fo to thermodyamic equilibrium was used in the design.
Palladium will catalyze the reaction so that further conversion
of the 00 will be obtained in the diffuser. No credit has
been taken for this in the design.

4. Suppression of other undesirable side reactions:
The generation of varcious organic products and the formation
of carbon are mainly suppressed by the use of a selective
catalyst° A sufficient team to methanol ratio is important
for suppressing these reactions as well as for controlling
the final equilibrium of the H2 -H 2 O-WO-00 2 constitutents.
Ewcessive steam resilts in larger equipment and loss In
efficiency. A steam to methanol mol ratio of 2 to 1 was chosen as
being .reauonaWle wlth some reduction possible by experimental
verification.

5. Heat l.oss from the units The heat loss from equipment
of this kind is rabject to fairly precise calculation.
However, because of the nature of the space requirements and
unusual equipnent configurations, calculations become
somevtat uaerta•n. Past experience with similar units resulted
in the use of a value zf -60,000 BWU/hr. which is believed to
be conservative0 allowing some flexibility for balancing space
for inaulation against overall efficiency,

6. Effect of poisons on palladium diffusers Certain
eonstitutents are known io bo poisortious to the palladium
silver alloy surface. Mo~t of these are temporary although
inorganic salts or metals could adversely and permanently
affect the performance of a palladium diffuser . With the
proposed feed no poisoning is expected from the material
being proceased. Other than the hydrogen the con-tit-enta
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VII. DISCUSSION OF DESIGN VERIFICATION - contd.

in the crude reformed wroduct will be essentially inert.
Catalysis of the CO-F 2O0 reaction is expected bit should
not have any adverse effects. Methanol is not reported
to be a poison and tests in Girdlerfs laboratory appear
to confirm this so that xmconverted methanol in the crude
hydrogen to the diffuner is ass'med to be hannless.

7- Reformer heat flux: To determine the number of catalyst
tubes, the heat flux had to be chosen based on past experience.
The ultimate capacity of any configuration is related to the
catalyst activity as well as the allowable heat flux. The
affect of temperature gradient on catalyst life and activity
will be the main factor in determining the ultimate capacity
of the unit, Experimental evaluation is required to establish
this point.

8. Catalyst life*. In addition to the factors mentioned
above, the catalyst life must be determined experimentally
with relation to production rates and operating conditions.

9. Oxygen reactant: In order to improve the response time of
the hydrogen generation, oxygen injection directly into the
reactants is used. The reforming reaction as carried out over
a special catalyst at temperatures of 6000 - 8000F. but the
activity of these catalyst for the oxidation reaction m5st be
established. The alternative is to use a two bed reactor with
separate catalysts to promote the two reactions. This is known
to be feasible but r'equires experimental verification to ensure
the success of the oxygen injection feature.

B. EVipment

1. Moving equipment and noise generation: Ultimately,
after the construction of a prototype unit, the equipment
wil require a severe test for reliability. Items involving
moving parts such as pmnps and valves will require close
evaluationo It is felt that these items are fairly pre-
dictable especially if proper control of specifications and
inspection is exercised. However, noise factors must be
determined in the final unit although experience with similar
units indicate the problem of miniiizing the noise is not
in••rmountable,
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VII. DISCUSSION OF DESIGN VERIFICATION. contd.

2. Migh pressure burners Mqper.eie with press-re burners in-
dicatestbat some improvement is dsirable parbicular.y with
respect to life of bax-ner tips. However, in this respect it
may be that a solution involving multiple burners or meehanical
ease of repLacement can be developed after some experimental
testing.

3. Pressure drop limitation of palladium diffuser: Commercial
experience with palladium diffusers has been limited to
pressure differentials across the pelladiun alloy tubes of less
than 300 psi. Experimental work at high pressure differentials
indicate some uncertainty because of tolerance variation with
comnnercially available palladium alloy tubes. Indications are
that this problem can be handled by internally supporting the
capillary walls with a porous inert material.

C. Instrumentation

The design of the unit has been predicated on fully automatic
operation with no operator attention except in the case of startup#
shutdown or abnormal conditions. For static conditiomrat some pre-
determined production rate the control system is predictable and no
unusual probLems are expected.

Rapid rate change is one of the requirements of the unit. Con-
ventional methods of sensing control points, adjusting flows and
pressu•re iavti and normal controller anticipatory ability can be
used. However, it is proposed to make use of computer control to
augmnent the anticipatory function as well as to analyze performance
and modify the program as required during the life of a run. By
this means the response can be increased many fold and peak per-
formance ensmred at all times.

For computer control a digital machine is required and is assumed
to• bo• part o-f" t-ho •-a1 ic nt-rol .y..,m. If Wlo should not be
available an analog system could be used.

In order to obtaLn the optlimi design for this type control, the
construction and operation of a prototype unit is essential. The
basic items t-o be studied would be the dynamic characteristics of
the system aMd the effect of logged tizpa on the characteristics.
Another related item would be the optimization of the oxygen
injection system.
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VII. DISCUSSION OF DESIGN VMRItCATION - contd.

D. Experimental Plan

From the above discuasion it iw apparent that uncertaintities
that require experimental verifLcation fall into two categories.
The first group involving a n=OIer of process problems can bast
be studied if- a bench scale or mall pilot plant set-up. The
second group involving equiipmenb and. control problems can best
be studied in a prototype unit.

Three approaches -e possible to the experimental programs

1. Carry out bench ocale program before proceeding to
the prototype unit.

2. Carry out bench scale program and prototype program
simultaneously.

3. Carry out all wperimental studies on prototype unit.

Either(1) or (2)are rational approaches to the experimental program
with (1) being preferred unless time schedules are overriding.
The third is the least desirable because of the difficulty of
physically carrying out the reqrnired studies on the highly
engineered prototype plant.
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_11m hao CJ~L~ d a&jdnte Fegd (Prpoc1. y Re..

*6 No rc~f d. Power.....amtelr Pron r 'otuin

OPEIRATING CONDITIONS

7 I1~iL~~pp~(A. ( ) ~ A~ 5un Di i' IA! ~g

12 "Ien... Ss ~ atura~ted- Capai_4Pu
:it F~re t l- 'I.~.. __6 ("_k n I -. 3

-I _%_V lts3_____ -____ __ _ _tm. mtsi

_______ ____________..Y~iL~ ~Žaci~ ~Pmnig TP-IA; 1.21 gpm
S PE'CIF ICA TIONS P1IB 1.07 gpm_

P-, Cy - psi. Brake H Normal Deo Iiig

20 ,r atr ShijL -_T4.~pC_.d.rUve variable Spe taA
21 Falk ...... a-qI QuargdFn k 0gAg

2'3 A r n, s,,ih .. Y -1 . :j; h tvrn.ghlaL-d

ADDITIONAL FLUID INFORMATION

`) Lpei.Ia0 Cau)rrosive YropertiCei (PH-
MATEI(IALS - LIQUi1D END Mfr. otd. for service.

32 P

GENER/iL JNFOI(MATION

I37 NlýYt-Pm It l~s }C ine Wakir GPM@

liiCl 1)~-: Gp. D

I~~(B Q-7 0ni ~ A~.3( 29 IL __1214BA
)I (R)3-00 - 450 (4i) V,-varlaba sae drhIr. m11mt,_-L jzj f in 33tomatinc control by Purcliasier~asg

I, adu~n~ mpng...i~xeg-. n...hoctlijeeadoC omb inat ion of' thase controls~1must allowr turndown on P-lA to b.06 Irpm and P-11B to 0.05 9pm.-



G1InoL=Rl Conf'oJAT1oN*)11J
P. 0. Fl0X 174 .L~Lc:¶m

L.OU)SVILLL 1. KENTUCKY Dl:. __Rt

REGPOAIGPUMP SPIflC(,JIICAi'ION SHEET" No. 5414-P-2

(2:~~~~~~~~ 'U:LLGjscpw SULNa SRNavS 86tic~U~ 34
SA rhi, r _ _ _ _ . * . Custoillri _pr7

bi N E.,neJiOf Putrn p ý Methanol and Condensate Fuel - cv -

j % PI U uqj)2 2 Plowr 9tJeaun P rotar~nn Rev.

___________________ OER AT ING CONDITIONS

(~ or lhp~XA etaol ()C~ond~ensat~e_ PrinDs0~g~gsx 4La~

ilV itpij.I A kit' Ili 1).T . NPS ~ ur~.. - - - -

S PECGIFIG Al IONS P-2B; 0.4+8 gpm

Yr ss r illdc I______________

)'3~~Pup Cym-drrWvun.-

20 ~ ~ ~ ~ Ga~l~f .. ±4Aniilf Zytsde variable speed -CuAr~d.
21 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -l C.itj33d.. Tp.cpg.aJor eq...Ijard Yes

'4Ar ,:.pq u . .ygfLn, Uu .r~n taul.. d_

'11 ; a1ih, N~~. 0. ., u..Vi f)n i n . i r ica I valv r_

)( I~~ 1 :4 ftwY~ tcm I11 iv...d J4c...Jpcm iti y adjustent Yea (4)

ADDIT IONAL FLU ID iNF ORMATION
~yAbr'u3 v!: Solids - -..-...

~~ Spes ruiv (2 t± Ix~irJs erties julph

MATVERIALS -LIQUID END Mfr. std. for service

i 2 MIX..- -. L---- -SJ~ e aSrt's

Pi:Jolsi jA._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _____ _jValvcl73olts _____

51 t_- %i . 11- -A-- -.- ____

CE~i3J-J.AL II4VORIIMATION

I v't..:(i).(A).0.3 1 t1- .. 63k; (B)_.O,73 r-0.29.,.3LjjQkpA~ l-5 -.

(9Varinhie opmoed .drivPo.,must lend itself to automatic control by Purchan er alco manual ntrol~ v
' .turi--dovn..om..P-aAto._0_61-..gptn~ .ad- P -2B -to 0. 02 .gpuu,.....- - - - - . .



7~ ~ ±±~i~±1f~ij1 ~ii:iiJJz;F>: No. -P-3___
'Ml -. 

Mw1d--

Oi-12kATI'NG CONDITIONS _____________ -
) i' .'i~c _ Condensa~t u i

i rA 6 0f V1.ti r ut st.fi p q i t W - ; " ;. s

SPEC~IF~ICATIO[NS
mlMrj~M~~ 

--

21 .71j-i~
Deo2z

IC - ~ --- ~. ~ ft ~ P_______________________
u thc. Valv Sj. o ____ Lurct

2¶. ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ P ArimiiLx'-r£/-lk. ~ etyiY

- .ADDITI'ONAL FLUID INFORMATION

A h r ~a s ver o vePoe ti Ip-

. MATERIALS -LIQUID Jý;ND Mf r. satd. for nervice

3G hact - - __ _ _ __ t~vcs a _ __

GEI'I1O.AL INFOmMA.TION
_________" GPM @~

- II _ .
_______
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Ii~~ ~~~~~~~ i fgrr~ di~~ Iyji Pup*1 . r-1 I_______

Liqui'~' anStar PTonrion Aev.

OPE RATING CONDITIONS

11~~~~ye..p~~ Val ora-Rm auri. Pca-U-a .tjmgm -U,

A~rt-.iyi ---id *q r- I-- - - - - _______

Gea Geari~Set _____

22 -11UwLyay Size ~ av ~it

2.: FPt rin Can aa whiIp nu~ing (1

ADDITIONAL FLID INFORMATION iO
27 Akn'ujý--_____________________T oveV~--

2V.. Nubivfurlt Pr7~jij------ GPM
2C)S~ev.- p Go urosfive Properties_(P

j1 .. r.. Recommen MATRILS LIQIDEN

3C U~ C Ull 1Jkýr M4.LL I 1'v V_____________
') i nc -.c-aiIzcixsi..n..

Must be e~b~e to turn down .to -.0 1)~ IQin l.~3-
Pir~J~ rve rboh. tollb~ Prv "(aI b Va lver a i. .. .. .. .csolamaLe

G rH~ Furen de. AL______MATIO

W2 t .. Pkaf~ItIp9APasn. oot.ýpN11,
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